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PRICE 4d. PER 5.1.d POST 2 • ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION Post Free 5/6 
BRIAN EVANS 
Aged 12, cornet soloist 
of Chadderton & District 
Band, with his new 
B. & H. F.V.A. Cornet. 
Start Bight! 
INVEST IN AN 
��IMPERIAL'' 
F.V.A. MODEL 
The cornet of to-day with the medium large bore. 
CHOSEN BY 9 OUT OF 10 PLAYERS ! Try 
one of these new models at your leisure-with 
pleasure and without obligation. 
Bb COR ET. " Imperial" Model with famous B. & H. Valve * Action. Frosted silvel" finish. Complete with attac�e style case, 
!eatheroid covered. £47. s. o. Hire Purchase Available. Part 
Exchanges arranged. 
r--------------------------------, 
: To BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., Band Dept., 
I Frederick Close, Stanhope Place, Marble Arch, W.2. : I am interested in the 0 Imperial '' Cornet. Please send details. 
I Name ..................................................................................... .. I 
I Address ............................................................................... .... . 
I 
I B.B.N. 1154 ............................................................................ .. 
I I-.----·---- - - - - - - - - _,_ - -.- -- --- - - - - --·-..I 
NOW READY 
1 955 AREA BRASS BAN D  CHAM PIONSHIP 2nd SECTION TEST PIECE 
B.B.J. 857 
T H AMES VAL LEY 
SUITE 
by H E N R Y G E E H L 
B.B. Set 1 2/6 net. 
ALSO 
N OW AVA ILABLE FOR BRASS BAND. 
A bright and easy ove rture by the composer 
of " Lustspie l ." 
B.B.J. 855 
Fu II Score 6/- net. 
A N EW ORIGI NAL WORK FOR 
BRASS BAND 
B.B.J. 854 
FRENCH COMEDY JOHN PEEL SUITE 
OVERTURE 
by KELER BELA 
B.B. Set 1 2/6 net. 
Postage extra 
by CLIFFORD PHILLIPS 
B.B. Set 1 2/6 net. Ful l  Score 6/- n et. 
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., MUSIC DEPT., 295 REGENT ST., LONDON, W.I. LANgham 2060 
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., Band Dept., Instrument Division, FREDERICK CLOSE, STANHOPE PLACE, LON DON, W.2. PADDINGTON 3091/4 
Rssan.... . • THE CHOICE FOR A GREAT 
OCCASION! 
THUS 
Once again Besson instruments have proved themselves ! The following figures (which can be verified by 
signed statements in our possession) show beyond any shadow of doubt how high the instruments are held 
in the estimation of contesting bands by this truly amazing achievement in the Championship Section of 
the Daily Herald Championships at the Royal Albert Hall, London, on October 16th, 1954. 
HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS TO THE BANDS AND THEIR CONDUCTORS 
I sT FAIREY AVIATION WORKS playing 25 Rss.o.n... 
CONDUCTOR : HARRY MORTIMER, ESQ., O.B.E. 
lNo C.W.S. (MANCHESTER) 
CONDUCTOR : ALEX M ORTIMER, ESQ. 
JRo FODENS MOTOR WORKS 
CONDUCTOR : HARRY MORTIMER, ESQ., O.B.E. 
4TH BRIGHOUSE & RASTRICK 
CONDUCTOR : ERIC BALL, ESQ. 
INSTRUMENTS 
playing 16 Rss.o.n... 
playing 24 Rss.o.n... 
playing 10 Rss.o.n.. 
WERE PLAYED BY 
BESSON & CO. LTD., 15 WEST STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 TEM PLE BAR 901 8-9 
A 6ood Case is an Investment 
REYNOLDS SHAPED CENTRE OPENING ARE SMART AND STRONG, BEING BUILT OF 
TIMBER COVERED IN BEST QUALITY REXINE, WITH STRONG LOCKS AND HANDLES 
75% 
CANVAS COVERS = £ 
AVAILABLE FOR C O R N ET 2 
s. d. 
0 0 
£ s. d. 
EUP H O N IUM 8 10 0 
T. TROMB O N E  6 10 0 
G. TROMB O N E  7 10 0 
REPAIRS AND 
SILVER PLATING 
ALL INSTRUMENTS FLUG EL 
<>E)O�<> T. H O R N  
ALL ACCESSORIES BARITO N E  
� 
4 I S  
6 I S  
7 10 
0 
0 
0 TRUMPET 4 5 0 
I I 
NEW & RECONDITIONED 
INSTRUMENTS 
TBOS. REYNOLDS SENR. & SONS LTD. 
43 CB.APEL STREET, SALFORD, 3, MANCHESTER 
ESTABLISHED 1862 OUR ONLY ADDRESS TEL : BLACKFRIARS 5530 
REPAIRS - RECONDITIONED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS? NEW OR 
THEN!- MAKE YOUR NECESSARY NOTES 
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HARRISON LTD. 
y· .... .'ha , MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS 
-207�215 GT. JACKSON ST., 
, Phone CENiral 3639 
·MANCHESTER, 15 
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AND OBTAIN 
'SERVICE WITH SATISFACTION' 
ACCESS O RIES CASE S  PREMIER DRUMS 
THE HOUSE THAT IS KNOWN 
CUSTOMERS IT KEEPS 
BY THE 
NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION 
With special foreword by Frank Wright, Esq., 
Professor Guildhall School of Music, and eminent 
Adjudicator. 
Rss.o.n... 
COR N ET- TUTOR TRUMPET 
By S. V. Balfour I 6/8 (plus 9d. postage) 
Send for it NOW I 
BESSON, 1 5  West Street, Lond on, W.C.2. 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloist1 
WALTER B. HARGREAVES 
Professor of Cornet 
(Royal Marines School of Music) 
CONDUCTOR AND ADJUDICATO� 
34 VICTORIA ROAD, 
DEAL - KENT. 
N O E L  T H O RPE 
SOLO CORNET, BAND TEACHER AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
18 TENNYSON A VENUE, 
BLACKHALL COLLIERY, WEST HARTLEPOOL, 
Co. DURHAM. 
GEO. HA \VKINS 
(Band Teacher) 
13, HOBSICK, BRINSLEY, NOTTS . 
Teacher o! Theory a.nd Harmony by l>Oflt 
JOHN FAULDS, M.B.E. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
44 KENNEDY CRESCENT, KIRKCALDY, 
FIFE 
HAROLD LAYCOCK 
PUPILS PRIVATE OR POSTAL 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDllCATOR 
23 LOWSON TERRACE 
FORFAR, ANGUS 
DAVID ASPINALL 
Musical Director, Ransome & M&l'll.es Worke' Band 
CL&te Conductor. Creswell O,lliery and Friacy B.-8?7 
Bands) 
BAND TEACHER, BAND AND Cl!ORAL 
CONTEST ADJUDICATOR. 
"PRIORY VIEW," 14 FRIARY ROAD. 
NEWARK-ON-TRENT, NOTTS. Tel.: Newark 456·7·8·9 
S. S. H. ILIFFE 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
10 NUTFIE.LD ROAD. LEICESTER 
W. WOOD 
CONDUCTOR AND TEACHER 
Young Bands a Soeciality 
6 COLBECK STREET, HANSON LANE, 
HALIFAX, YORKS. 
H. MUDDIMAN 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"ASHBURN," ALLOA 
J. B O D D I C E  
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
13 LA.KE ROAD, WOODLANDS, 
DONCASTER. 
HAROLD BARKER 
CSpeoial Tuition for R.adio and Televieien ArtistM• 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"SOMERVILLE," ECKINGTON 
SHEFFIELD 
Phone: Eckington 273 
Lieut. JOHN FLETCHER 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR A.ND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Brass - Military - Orchestra 
7 COMMON LANE, SOUTHOWRAM, 
HALIFAX, Yorks. 
HAROLD MOSS 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. (1landmastert!biD) 
Musical Director. Ley1and Motors B.and 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
CCoach !or Diplom& E:u.ms.. etc., by pool) 
Suceesses in vuious Grades ol the B.C.Jl. 
Examinations includinc Bandm&sWoll tl' 
56 SANDY LANE, LEYLAND 
Nr. PRESTON, LANCS. 
Dr. DENIS WRIGHT 
CONDUCTOR, ADJUDICATOR & 
LECTURER. 
28 BRICKW ALL LANE, RUISLIP 
MIDDLESEX. ' 
'Phone : Ruislip 2463. 
DRAKE RIMMER 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
•. MIRELLA," MILTON ROAD 
KIRKCALDY 
' 
I"'- KIR!l;CALDY 2.U 
JOHN BALDWIN 
L.G.8.M., B.B.C)I. 
BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR 
ASPER STREET. NETHERFIELD, 
NOTTINGHAM. 
'Phone : 58704. 
I 
2 WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEW:::i. lst NOVEMBER, 1954. 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloist• 
J. M. HINCHLIFFE 
Eus>honium Soloiat (U.te Black DJl<e· S-l 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDIOATOR 
56 NEWTON STREET, HYDE, 
CHE�H;I_RE. 
HERBERT SUTCLIFFE 
Musical Director 
(VICKERS-ARMS TRON GS LIMITBD) 
BARROW SHI PY ARD SIL VER BAND 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDIOATOR 
41 CEDAR ROAD 
BARROW-IN-FURNESS 
GEORGE THOMPSON 
B.B.C.M., L,Q,S.M, 
BAND TEACHER A.ND A:QJUDICATOR 
;&11Bociateel Teacher to the Bandsman's 
College of M usio 
c/o JOHN WHITE FOOTWEAR BAND, 
HIGHAM FERRARS, NORTHANTS. 
Phone Rushden 2236 
HARRY MORTIMER 
BAND TRAINER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Office Address : 
Cfo. B.B.C., LONDON, W.l. Tel. Museum 1633 
Private Address: 
3 AVIS COURT, 50 LADBROKE GROVE, 
KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.11 
Tel. Bayswater 1129. 
CLIFTON JONES 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER 
A.ND ADJUDICATOR I :f'.RIVATE PUPILS 
142 BURNLEY ROAD, BACUP, LANCl:l. 
Phoner BACUP 200 
REG. LITTLE 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR, 
Rhyl Urban District Council 
BETTWS PRIVATE HOTEL 
KINMEL BAY, N. WALES 
Mlane 1 R !0- L fll�7. 
TOM F. ATKINSON 
Brass Instrumental Teacher, City of Leeds 
ani City of Bradford Education Authorities 
BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR. 
44 CROSSLEY STREET, GREAT HORTON, 
Tel., Brad:ord 71788. BRADFORD, YORKS. 
FRANK BRAITHWAITE 
(Musical Director, Gomersal Mills Band), 
Late of Foden's and Horwich R.M.J. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
lZ MOUNT STREET CowLERSLEJ(, 
Near HUDDERSFIELD. 
Phone : Milnsbridge 508. 
ALBERT E. BADRICK 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
65 EAGLE ROAD, BUCKHAVEN, 
FIFE, SCOTLAND. 
R. H. PENROSE 
Consultant and Tutor (Band Dept.) Devon 
County Education Authority 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
" Exponent of Tone " 
(Over 35 years' succesBful tuition) 
45 MAGDALEN ROAD, EXETER 
HARRY RYDER 
L.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music. 
Teacher of Theory and H armony. 
Personal and Postal Lessons 
Terms: "ROSEMEDE," 614 MOOR ROAD, 
BESTWOOD, NOTTS. 
ALFRED ASHPOLE 
P.T.C.L., A.R.C.M., L.Mus.T.C.L., e.e.C.M. 
BAND VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER 
CONDUCTOR COMPOSER AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Author of " Viva Voce Questions" for Brass 
�and Examinatioc Candidates 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music 
Compositions revised and scored if desired 
Special Arrangements scored for bai;ids 
Specialist Coach for all Band D1ploma1 
Successes ioclo:!e A.B.C.M. and B.-B.C.M. 
BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS. 
FRANK WRIGHT 
F.G.S.M., L.R.S.M. 
ADJUDICATOR, ARRANGER 
COMPOSER, CONDUCTOR. 
A.ddress-
Tel. SH 
BC�/BAT<;>N, LONDON, W.C.1. 
J. W. REED 
BAND TEACHER - CORNET SOLOIST -
ADJUDICATOR. 
(Late St. 
Arranging, 
Hildas, Brighouse & Rastrick, 
Luton.) 
Scoring, Copying, Concerts, 
Broadcasts, Contests. 
MINOR ADVERTISEMENTS 
20 word1 5/-. 2/- for each additional 10 word1. Remittance• must accompany adver­
tisement, and reach us by the 24th of the month. For Box address at our Office count six 
words, and add 6d, for forwardln1 of repllea. This ,-ate does not apply to Trade Adverts. 
HERBERT BROOKES, the colebrated Comettist (late of Wingate•) is now open for engagements 
as Soloist, or Adjudicator.-The Library Teacher, 
Parrin Lane, Winton, Manchester. 
THE ALEXANDER OWEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND. Full details regarding Examinations can be 
obtained from the Secretary, Mr. ]. BUTLER, 29 Levens 
Street, Moston, Manchester, 10. 
STAFF BAND VACANCIES-ALAMEI::-< BAND, ROYAL TANK REGT. can accept a few young instrumentalists 
for training, a�e 16-17 rars. At�y to DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, 
ALAMEIN BAND, T DWOR , HANTS. 
THE ROYAL IRISH FUSILliE'RS wiU shol'tly 'have 
vacancies for CORNET, FRENCH HORN and BASS 
PLAYERS. Young musicians anticipalting NATIONAL 
SERVICE should contact <the BANDMASTIER. REGl· 
M·ENTAL DEPOT, ROYAL IRISH FUSILIERS. 
ARMAGH, NORTHERN IRELAND. (11) --
QUARTETTE IAJ.'ID SLOW .MiELOiDY ()().i_'ITEST. 
promoted by Kin.gswood Evangel Silver Ba.nd . 11th 
December_ 'l'e.'!!.piece. .anv W. and R. Quart.6tte. 
M:iudioator. :Mr_ A. Irons. Secreta.ry, )fr_ E. J. 
FOREMAN. "Garth !House." 27 Gramt.ham Roaa . 
Kingswood, £rustol. 
BAND UKIFORMS AKD CAPS for sale. Little used. Tunics dark blue with gold braid, red braid on Trousers. Thirty 
TUNICS WITII Tl{UUSEL{S. Thirty-one CAPS. BAND-
MASTER'S TUKIC, trousers and cap. Badges and Harps. 
Twentv-cight Belts. No reasonable offer declined. SECRE· 
TARY, IPSWLCH BRITISH LEGION BRANCH, St. 
Margaret's Green, Ipswich, Suffolk. 
DRAW at OXFORD CONTEST-First 6814; Second 140. Our thanks for your support. R. M. SMITH, Secretary. 
BAND of the ARGYLL & SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS requires players, and Boys, 15-li. Apply BAND· 
MASTER, STIRLING CASTLE, STIRLING. (2) 
BESSON EUPHONIUM, 4 Valve. Perfect condition. Silver plated. Sell £"0. Also Haynes, Brass, £5. DAVID 
AlTKEN, 10 Alloa Iload, CauS"._�yhead, Stirling. . 
FOR SALE, BBb BASS by Hawkes, Brass Finish, good order, £12 lOs. Od., open to offers. ]. B. LINDOP, 
The Marlows, Mill Lane, Upton, Chester. 
NOW RE-PRINTED 
The Second Set of Sacred Series 
Containing : 
57 FAVOURITE SACRED SONGS, SOLOS, 
ANTHEMS, CHORUSES, CAROLS, 
HYMNS, Etc. 
Ready for immediate use, bound and 
numbered in uniform order. 
Price I /3 per book 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St., Liverpool, 6 
Four Popular Christmas Carols 
"SILENT NIGHT" 
"WE THREE KINGS OF ORIENT ARE" 
"THE HOLLY AND THE IVY" 
"IT CAME UPON A MIDNIGHT CLEAR" 
Arranged by ). A. GREENWOOD 
Price, 20 parts, 4/-. Extra Parts, 3d. each 
WRIGHT & ROUND. 34 E rski n e  St., Live rpool, 6 
pand Teachers, Adjudicators and Sololst1. 
ALWYN G. LLOYD 
Musical Director 
Fishponds (Bristol) British Legion Band 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
23 PARNALL ROAD, FISHPONDS, BRISTOL 
Tel. : Bristol 54280 
JOSEPH HOLMES 
TROMBONE SOLOIST 
BRASS, MILITARY, AND ORCHESTRA 
PRIVATE PUPILS 
19 BOROUGH AVENUE, PENDLEBURY, 
NEAR MANCHESTER 
CECIL PEACOCK 
TEACHER, CONDUCTOR & AnJUDICATQR. 
6 
B,-ass Instrument Ttachtf' to the Durham 
. . . . Education Authorities. . . . . 
CHARLES STREET, EASlNGTON 
COLLIERY, Co. DURHAM. 
HARRY HEYES 
CONDUCTOR, BAND TRAINER, AND 
ADJUDICATOR. 
Address : 797 ALUM ROCK ROAD, 
WARD END, BIRMINGHAM, 8. 
Phone : BIRMINGHAM, EAST 3219 
CYRIL I. YORATH 
B.B.C.M. 
ANIOC>&ted T&&cller to the Baa:idsmen's Oolle&e o! Mllli.i.c 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
49 CLIVE ROAD, ENI'IELD 
MIDDLESEX 
-
GEORGE HESPE 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., 
CONDUCTOR, COMPOSER 
ADJUDICATOR 
24 LINSCOTT ROAD, SHEFFIELD 
E. J. HARTSHORN 
A.L.C.M., A.MUS.V.C.M. 
PUPILS PREPARED FOR B.B.C.M. 
THEORY AND PRACTICAL. 
POSTAL PUPILS OR ADJUDICATOR 
R SMITH, Solo Comet, Brass Band Trainer and Adjudicator, • 1s open to teach or Judge anywhere. Terms :-11 Beaumont;• Scarborough Road, Muston, Filey, Yorks. 
THE BANDSMAN'S COLLEGE OF MUSIC.-All inquiries should be made to the Secretary, Mr. HARRY RYDER, _'.'.__Roscmede," 614 Moor Road, Bestwood, Notts. 
FIRST CLASS MILITARY BAND has vacancies for lsT and 2No CORNET PLAYERS, also BOYS (all instruments, 
or keen lads with no musical experience). Regular Bandsmen 
preferred, but National Servicemen of good standard accepted. 
Good opportunities for advancement. Good engagement season. 
Apply BANDMASTER, lsT BN. THE KING'S ROYAL 
RIFLE CORPS., B.A.O.R. 16. you MUST TRY "GREEN ISLE." Quartet for 2 Cornets, Horn (or Barit.) and Eufsb., Full Score and Parts 41- · My "VIVA VOC!i:" books, 5 3 post free.-ALFRED ASH'. POLE, Bishop's Stortford, Hcrts. 
ARRANGING. - COMPOSITIONS H ARMONISED SCORED, REVISED for publication. Piano Parts 
transposed. First-class work. - CHAS. A. COOPER J 9 
Columbia Street, Hutbwaite, Notts. 
' 
R IS'.'.'S CABLE. WORKS BAND, Kewcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs. President, D. A. V. Rist, Esq. The ANNUAL SLOW MELODY AND QUARTETTE CONTEST will be held in the Concert Ilall and StalI Canteen on Saturday Febrnary 21lth, 1955. QUARTETIE CHAMPIONSHIP 'op THE MIDLANDS AND NORTH OF ENGLAND. lst Prize, Rist's Challenge Shield and Mayers & Harrison Trophy, with Cash £15 15s. Od. 2nd Prize, £10 10s. Od. 3rd Prize, £5 5s. Od. 4th Prize £2 2s. Od. Entrance Fee 10/-- OPE)I SOLOS: J. W. Cartwright Trophy and Cash £3. 211d Prize, £1 10s. Od. 3rd Prize 15/-. Trophy for Best Bass. Entrance Fee 2/6. JU1 IOR SOLOS : lst Pri7.e, Trophy and Cash £1 10s. Od. 2nd Prize, 15s. Od. 3rd Prize, 7s. 6<1. Entrance Fee ls. 6d. Adjudicators: T. F. Atkinson, Esq., Bradford, Yorks. (Open Solos and Quartcttes) ; H. Goodier, Esq., Musical Director Rist's Works Band (Junior 
_
Solos). Good facilities for rehearsals, coaches, cars, etc. Dinners, Teas and Refreshinents. Stewards in attendance. A good welco1ne to all cOinpetitors old and new and their friends to Rist's Annual Contest. B�ok the Date, February 26th, 1055. Entry Forms a11d parliculars from C. V. Gennery, Contest Secretary, Rist's Cable Works Band, 
Newcastle, Staffs. Phone 6921:.1. 
FLOCKTON UNITED BAND SLOW Y!ELODY CONTEST on Saturday, November 13th, 1934. Under 16, and 
Open Classes. Particulars: R. RIPLEY, 11 Council Bldgs., 
Flockton, Wakefield. 
NOW READY 
The 1955 Joy Book 
containing complete solo cornet parts of 
all pieces in the 
1955 LIVERPOOL JOURNAL 
together with synopses of the four contest 
pieces 
Price 2 / 6 post free 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St. Liverpool 6 
FULL LIVERPOOL SCORES 
OF 1955 JOURNAL 
* For the benefit of Bandmasters who wish to 
teach quickly and thoroughly, we h ave prepared 
FULL SCORES for the following pieces :-
" L'Africaine" - . . . . 7/· 
" Rigoletto " . . . . . 7/-
" Moments with Mozart " . - 7/· 
" The Joy of Youth" - - - - 7/-
These will be the Contest Pieces for 1955. 
We are pleased to announce that these Scores are 
produced excellently. As regards clearness and style 
they are equal to pre�war productions. 
WRIGHT & ROUND 
34 Erskine Street, Liverpool 
I "-• 
ST I LL 
FOR 
IHN 
T H E 
VALVE 
Ill .. 
BE ST TUTO R 
INSTRUMENTS 
6 
THE COMPLETE METHOD 
For Cornet, Horn, Euphonium, 
Baritone and Bombardon 
Containing 64 pages of Complete Scales, Exercises and 
Studies by the following celebrated Teachers, Composers 
and Artistes :-John Hartmann, W. Rimmer, A. Owen, 
F. Durham, G. F. Birkenshaw, W. Paris Chambers, J. S. 
Cox, F. Brange, W. Weide, and T. H. Rollinson, 
Includes an exhaustive table of all the graces which 
occur in the works of the Great Masters. with the 
reading of same as exemplified by celebrated artistes. 
PRICE 8/6 POST FREE 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St., LIVERPOOL 6 
THE SOLOIST'S 
COM PA N I 0 N 
180 WELLESLEY ROAD, 
ILFORD, :ESSEX. Terms: THE WILLOWS, ANNSCROFT, Containing 
WILLIAM RUSHWORTH 
Conductor, Teach.er and Adjudicator 
92 BELLAMY DRIVE, 
ST ANMORE, MID DX. 
T cl., Wordsworth 291 l. 
ENOCH JACKSON 
L.G.S.M. 
Principal Trumpet-Scottish Nat!ao&l Orchestca 
BAND TEACHER, ADJUDICATOR 
AND SOLOIST 
PAIVK GATE HOTEL, 1-3 PARK GATE 
GLASGOW C.3 
Tel: DOUGLAS 0810 
J. A. HUGHES 
NR. SHREWSBURY. 
DAN HODGSON 
BRASS BAND JUDGE 
Lifetime's experience with the best 
bands in England. 
17 HOW CROFT STREET, 
BOLTON. 
HORACE GREY 
C.B.A. 
(Late Famous St. Hilda's) 
Open to teach and coach for Concerts 
or Contests. 
Fifty years' experience in all branches of 
the Musical Profession. 
POST OFFICE, CHARLES TOWN 
WEYMOUTH, DORSET. 
w. s. BOND 
16 Complete S olo Cornet (Conducto1') 
Copies of 
Celebrated Cornet Solos and Duets 
---
CONTENTS 
My Old Kentucky Bravura 
Home Jack in the Box 
Hailstorm Forest Warblers 
La Belle Americaine (Duet) 
Pretty Jane Wiederkehr 
Hypatia Playmates (Duet) 
Merry Go Round Fleur de Lis 
Birds of Paradise Two Comrades 
Scenes That Are (Duet) 
Brightest Arizona Belle 
Price 2/6 Post Free 
FURTHER 
SENSATIONAL� I 
Ex-PoL1cE / 
LtMt��'-6 �LJ��?rr � Q f f E R-OVERCOATS PART wg��o��.��N Gooo 
Only £4 Each 
IMPORTANT: W hen writing 
for details and samples, state 
quantity and sizes required. 
ARMY & NAVY SUPPLY STORES --
Designers and Makers of Attractive Uniforms 153 PRAED STREET, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2 _ Telephone: PADdington 2066/67. Telegrams: "Cash," Paddington 2066, London _ 
NOW IN STOCK! 
The 
lll'lllllllllll'U:llllll/llllilllllllllllll/lllllllllllllllllllllllllilli/Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllilli 
Leroy Anderson's Latest Number = 
Brass Ba11d Primer 
First Instructions for Brass Bands 
Bugler's Holiday 11 now available for Brass Band Sets 7 !- Extra parts 6d. MILLS MUSIC LIMITED --:--The best work obtainable for the fi rst efforts of beg i n ners in  new bands, o r  the l earners in old-established bands. Thousands of bands have been started o n  the " Primer " a n d  it i s  a s  good a n d  use­
ful to-day as when first publ ished over 
50 years ago. 
� I 24 G t. Pulteney St., London, W.1. -
Contains : Scales for all brass instru­
ments (with the fingering marked) ; 
Positions marked fo r Te nor and Bass 
S l ide Tro m bo nes. 
First Lessons-Sacred Tunes, Quick and 
S low Marches, Dance Music, etc., all 
arranged for the first attempts of learners 
to play together. 
No Reed or Drum parts published. 
Price: 7/- for set of 18 parts 
Separate parts Sd. each. 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St., 
LIVERPOOL, 6 
�111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111,111� 
12th ANNUAL BRASS QUARTETTE 
CHAMPIONSHIP OF GREAT BRITAIN 
(Promoted by Morris Motors Band in con­
j unction with the National Brass Band Club) 
Please note date 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5th, 1955 
All enquiries to :­
T. F. MORCOMBE, 
BAND MANAGER, MORRIS :YfoTORS LTD., 
COWLEY, OXFORD. 
STOLEN 
The Following Instruments : 
Boosey & Hawkes Eb Cornet 181767 
Besson Bb Cornet 144547 
Higham Eb Cornet 100045 
Higham Bb Cornet 100060 
Hawkes Bb Cornet 7798 
Besson Bb Cornet 110648 
Besson Bb Cornet 120295 
Besson Bb Cornet 120294 
Besson Eb Cornet 110857 
Besson Eb Cornet 121677 
Besson Tenor Horn 72580 
One Boehm System Clarinet in case 
One Boehm System Clarinet no case 
Good reward offered information to any 
police station or 
MAYERS & HARRISON LTD., 
215 GT. JACKSON STREET, 
MANCHESTER, 15 
MORRIS MOTORS BAND 
Require: 
SOLO BARITONE and 
ASSISTANT SOLO CORNET PLAYERS 
Applications to :­
T. F .  M01-{C01IBE, 
BA'.'ID J\IANAGER, MORRIS MOTORS LTD . ,  
COWLEY, OXFORD . 
I M P O R T A N T  N O T I C E  
Messrs. WRIGHT & ROUND desire to 
bring to the notice of all subscribers to 
the LIVERPOOL BRASS & MILITARY 
BAND JOURNAL and TO ALL 
THEIR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS 
EVERYWHERE the fact that AS FROM 
THE FIRST JANUARY 1955 they have 
been admitted to membership of THE 
PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETY 
LIMITED, and accordingly the PER­
FORMING RIGHT in all the copyright 
works published by them and contained 
in any of their past or future catalogues 
will be VESTED IN AND CON­
TROLLED BY THE SOCIETY or by its 
affiliated societies in other countries. 
As from the FIRST JANUARY 1955 
all copyright musical works published 
by Messrs. WRIGHT AND ROUND 
may only be performed in public at 
establishments or entertainments for 
which the LICENCE OF THE SOCIETY 
has first been obtained. 
Notice is hereby given that as from the 
DATE HEREOF all statements, ad­
vertisements or guarantees previously 
given by Messrs. WRIGHT & ROUND 
to the effect that their music is free for 
public performance are HERE BY WITH­
DRAWN and CANCELLED. 
A further statement regarding mem­
bership of the PERFORMING RIGHT 
SOCIETY LIMITED will appear in the 
1955 edition of the LIVERPOOL BRASS 
AND MILITARY BAND JOURNAL. 
-
���Nam Reprinted��� 
SELECTIONS 
"Oberon" 
"Zampa" 
" Mirella " 
"N orma" 
"William Tell " 
" Barber of Seville " 
" Recollections of Balfe " 
" ,, Weber" 
" ,, England " 
" ,, Ireland " 
" Convivial S ongs " 
" G ems of Scotia " 
" A Casket of G ems " 
" G ems of Evergreen Melody" 
" Down on the Mississippi " 
P rices : 20 parts, 7 /6; 
Fantasia-" The S pirit of Youth" 
Waltz-" Sunshine and Roses" 
Sheet-Celebrated N ational 
Melodies. 
FANTASIAS 
" The Call of Youth " 
" H iawatha " 
" Autumn Echoes " 
" Carnival of Flowers " 
" Scenes of Beauty " 
" Over the H ills" 
" H appy Memories " 
" I n  Days of Old " 
"The Bohemians" 
" Maid of Orleans " {" H ereward" 
" P anda's P icnic " 
OVERTURE 
" Rule, Britannia " 
Extra parts, Sd. each 
Waltz-" Cornflowers and 
P oppies" 
Waltz-" Shades f Evening" 
P rices: 20 parts, 6/6; Extra parts, 4d. each 
March-" The N orth Star " 
March-" Come Back to Erin " 
Prices : 20 parts, 4/- ; 
March-" El Dorado" 
" Paul & Virginia " (Duet l'o� 
Extra parts, 3d. each 
BAND TEAGHER and CONDUCTOR 
39 BEL)l!ONT A VENUE 
RIBfll.ETON. PHEST0:-.1 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJVDICATOR 
85 PORTIA STREET, 
J ASHINGTON, NORTHUMBERLAND 
WRIGHT & ROUND 
34 Erskine Street, Liverpool, ,���WRIGHT & BOUND,��====1.1 1 
34 ERSKINE ST., LIVERPOOL, 6 
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Band ltews 
lst NOVEMBER, 1 954 
AC CID ENTALS 
Iany bandsmen will no doubt have noticed 
that during recent months, the B .B .C .  have 
been rcv1vmg several old operas such as " II 
Conte Ory " " Macbeth, " " Cosi fan tutte, " 
" Don Giov'anni, " " Ernani, "  etc. If those who 
heard these operas enj oyed the music in them, 
they will no doubt be mterested to know that 
we still have in stock sclect10ns from all the 
above, and many others, all of which contain 
plenty of fine music well adapted for brass bands. 
The titles of all such operas are included in our 
19 55 catalogue, which will be sent to any band 
on request, but please enclose 1 td . stamp for 
postage and mention name of band. 
Mr. F. \VRIGHT o{ rarnworth Old writes : 
" J usl a few Jines to tell you of ou; trip to 
London for the 2nd Section Championship on 
the I 6th inst. \Ve had a splendid time from the 
start of . the j ourney to arriving back home. Evcrythmg went along smoothly all the time. 
\Ve. played a good performance and were delighted to figure amongst the prize winners. 
A good attempt considering the opposilion. 
There were some very good performances given 
by the other bands which were well worth 
listening to, and it adds to lhe pleasure of 
contesting when you hear some good playing 
from other bands. Also, it is an education for 
some of our younger players. We would like to 
thank the bands of the Bolton Area, who gave a + + + 
concert in the Winter Gardens, Bolton, the UNISON writes : " The J .O.Y.  Band of 
proceeds of which they presented to us, to helR Blackpool were formed in March 1953.  In May 
defray the expenses of our iourney to London. the same year they played on the March for the 
Mr. R. WING, Chairman 6f Wharnccliffe 
Silkstone Colliery, writes : " History was made 
on the 9th of October 1954 for the above band 
when ailending Bury Annual Contest in which 
twenty bands took part. They had the draw 
that every band dreads, No. 1 ,  but came away 
clear winners, which made it a hat-trick of wins 
1 952-53-54, and second in 1 95 1 ,  a record to be 
proud of in an open contest. Our wins this year 
have been no mean achievements ; first in N.C.B.  
North-Eastern Contest, first section ; first at 
May Contest, Belle Vue, second section ; second 
in ' Daily Herald ' Area (North Eastern) second 
section, and finally winners of the ' D . H . '  
second section championship i n  London, on 
1 6th October, a splendid achievement of which 
we are all very proud, and which reflects great 
credit on our Conductor, Mr. E .  Hoole, who is 
also musical director of Black Dyke . "  
Mr. C .  A.  COOPER writes : " The Solo and 
Quarlctte Contest I adj udicated at FJcckncy, 
for the Leicestershire Association was a very 
enjoyable event. The standard of playing oI 
some of the Quartettes and Air Varies was very 
good, also some oI the J unior Duets. Tt was 
pleasing to note the beautiful playing of some 
of these j uniors, which augurs well for the future 
of this Association. 1t was gratifying to renew 
acquaintenance with many old friends, and lo 
make several new ones ; finally, my sincere 
than.ks to the hard working Committc:e, for makmg my visit so pleasing, and well worth­
while . "  
.. . ... 
Mr. C. J .  YORATH, Musical Director of  
Enfield Central, writes : " I am pleased to 
mform you that I am selUing down very nicely 
with Enfield and have already made many new 
friends. Please alter address in my advert . ,  and 
1 would li.ke to say that 1 am available to accept ad1udicatmg engagements anywhere in addilion 
to coaching any bands in the London and Home 
Counties for con tests. "  
+ + + first time. They have since done numerous j obs 
Mr. J.  TAYLOR, of Blackpool, writes : " After for charity, and gave a very good account o
f 
the conclusion of their third successive season themselves in Stanley Park Blackpool, on 5
th 
on Blackpool South Pier, the Norman Memorial J uly last. Now, 16 months after formation, 
they 
Youth Band are settling down to rehearsals are playing pieces such as " Souvenir o
f the 
and a few winter concerts. It is good to see Mr. Opera, ' cornet, horn, euphonium, and 
trombone 
R. S. Heathcole, the conductor, back in harness cadenzas being rendered very efficiently. 
The 
again. The Band had a very happy and success- band consists of 30 instrumentalists, an
d six 
ful time at the International Music Contest at drummers, and we have 14 girls in the ban
d. 
Kerkradc, Holland, where they were one of the Rehearsals are held twice per week, averagin
g 
most popular bands there. They broadcast and 30 to 35 players. This band, under th
e capable 
were featured on the newsreels, and were feted leadership and tuition of the respective leade
rs, 
at all the concerts they gave at Kerkrade in the Bandmaster, Mr. David Clegg, and 
assistant, 
connection with the concours also at the Old Mr. Harry Green, are going to make a name 
in 
People's  Home. They also gave concerts for the world of bands. Look out for further note
s. 
their hosts at J31eyerhuisle. At Vlaartingen they Any bandsman, boy or girl, visiting 
Blackpool 
were met by the civic heads, were shown the will always be made very welcome, and be able 
sights and given a civic dinner, afterwards to have a blow with us, as we are doing 
some 
giving a two hour concert in the park concert work every week. " 
* * * 
We are pleased to note that the contests at 
Bury and Rochdale received such good support. 
Bury, 22 bands ; and Rochdale, 24 bands. 
These are two exceedingly well run events, and 
lhoroughly deserve the support they receive 
from the bands and the general public. The 
next contest, which should allract the same 
bands, is at Wigan on 20th November, another 
well organised event, which we trust will be 
equally as well supported and successful as 
Bury and Rochdale. 
* * * 
" One man does not make a band " is a phrase 
often heard. Yet there are hundreds of bands 
which have practically been made by one man. 
One man cannot play for all the band, but one 
man has often provided the stimulus, the 
enthusiasm, the tuition which has made good 
players . In hundreds of bands .one man has 
provided the sunshme which has dispelled .gloom 
and despair; one man has shamed the pessnmsts, 
and gradually infected them with his own 
optimism ; one man has often heartened the 
weary, and encouraged the wavercrs. . He 
should not be forgotten when he has gamed 
twenty men to his side and made them as 
energetic and enthusiastic as himself_. That all 
this should be left to one man to do 1s not well, 
but if there be but one such man left in any 
band he may well be its salvation. If all but he 
are lukewarm and unambitious, let him all the 
more resolve that he will be the one man who 
will not let the band go under. Let him peg 
away smiling, as many a good man has done 
before him, and he will gradually infect the 
band-one man now, then another-with his 
own ambition and confidence. Those who have 
known a large number of bands intimately often 
say, and truthfully, of a man here and there, 
" He made that band. "  
where the population sat in the pouring rain for + + + 
the whole two hours and wanted more ."  
* * • 
• + • 
Mr. ] .  C. WELSH, secretary of Northumber­
land Brass Band League, writes : " This must 
be the best season we have had for contesting 
for a long time in the north. At Tynemouth, on 
a very bad day for Contests (Bank Holiday 
Saturday) ,  we had six entries ; at Haydon 
Bridge we had eight in the First Section and 
five in the Confined. Hexham, Fatfield, and 
South Moor were also well supported and l 
think if so many dates didn 't clash we would do 
better still. From October 23rd we have Con­
tests at Durham, Mainsforth, Easington and 
Gosforth, also the Durham League J unior and 
Senior Solo and Quartette Contest, so to the 
end of November there is plenty to keep the 
bands interested. I am sorry to report the 
death of a well-known S.A.  Bandsman in the 
person of Mr. Andrew Noble, who died suddenly 
on the 18th September. Andrew was a wcll­
known member of the Monkwearmouth S .A.  
Band and composer of  the popular ' 'Near­
mouth ' March, also ' Saved to Serve ' March, 
both very well known pieces. His son Bob 
is a well-known cornetist and was for a time 
bandmaster at Monkwearmouth, and also a 
cornetist in the S .P.  and S. Band of London. "  
Bandin"' will not reach its ideal stage until 
-+ + + 
bandsmen
"' 
become much more interested in Mr. E .  G. TWEEDY, contest manager, writes : 
band matters. Compare the average amateur " The Management Committee of the Bury 
bandsman and the average cricketer or foot- Annual Brass Band Contest report that they 
baller, as regards being well informed concerning held their contest in the Drill Hall, Bury, on 
their respective hobbies. Generally the latter Saturday, 9th October, 1 954. For their part, 
two are far more informed concerning h.at- they trust that all present had a thoroughly 
trick records and goal average than is the good day's music and enjoyment. The playing 
average bandsman concerning things musical. was of a high standard throughout by all bands, 
This needs remedying, and the people who and heartiest congratulations are sent to all 
can do something towards remedying it are the prize winners, and especially to the Wharn­
bandmasters in every band. We should like cliffe Silkstone Colliery who played the ' dreaded' 
to see bandsmen as ready to discuss a band Jo. 1 and earned 19n points which could not be 
question as a football enthusiast is to argue an bettered o_n the day. This is their . third su
ccess­
offside rule. Our columns are always open to s1ve premier wm at Bury, and it is felt that all 
any such discussions, and no one need care Bandsmen present on the 9th agreed with the 
twopence whether we are hkely to agree with Adjudicator's  verdict of this popular win. The 
him or not. He'll get a fatr show. The only Committee deslfe to thank all Bands for the1r 
stipulation we make is that subjects be dis- support to the Bury Contest, and also for the 
cussed impersonally. What we will n:it countcn- close co-operation with the officials of the 
ance is a covert attack on any individual under Contest Committee in making a splendid con­
pretcncc of discussing an abstract subject. tribution to the smooth running of the contest. 
It is hoped that all Bandsmen and Bandswomen 
present, playing or otherwise, were well satisfied 
with the organisation of the contest. Any 
constructive criticism will be welcomed by the 
Committee at all times. Finally, the committee 
desire to thank Messrs. Wright & Round for the 
valuable assistance always available to contest 
promoters, which is not perhaps always realised 
by those not connected with contest organising. "  
* 
The brass instrument player cannot be too 
particular about keeping both his mouth and his 
instrument clean and sweet . If the body is out of 
order then the breath becomes hot and thick, and 
sore lips are the result. Every day doctors, with 
extended knowledge, are insisting more and more 
on the importance of keeping the mouth clear. 
" Tooth drill " should be regular with the player -+ + + 
of brass instruments . Most of the decayed teeth " MARKHAMITE " writes : " As I am 
which cause stomach trouble, and ultimately aware of the great popularity enj oyed by the 
compel a player to give up his instrument, � re B .B .K.  in the North oI England, may I therefore 
due to neglect. Witness the close scrutiny express, through your columns, Markham and 
which recruiting doctors give to the recruits' District Colliery Band's appreciation of Mr. 
teeth, and the many extractions on that account. T C 11' L G s M B B c M t t . · t th ·t . 11 . o mson, . . . ., . . . I ., who hailed The doctor does no an icipa e e recrui wi from Co. Durham. During our 30 years' exist-
necd to bite the enemy, but he knows that ence we had only once won a contest, until that 
defective teeth will cause ailments. Keep your gentleman decided to migrate to South Wales. 
mouth and teeth clean regularly, and you will Twelve months ago we engaged him as pro. 
preserve the latter sound and strong for your conductor, and the result was astonishing. With 
work. If you feel the breath heated and your exactly the same players, we now hold five 
tongue coated, take a course of cleansing trophies and have risen from Class C to B in our 
medicine. Keep . your instrument cle�n inside ; association, having won the Championship as well 
do not nsk mhahng �he dangerous germs which as the Festival Contests. We cannot speak too 
multiply so rapidly m a filthy instrument. If highly of Mr. Collinson's  talent ; Durham 
you neglect such precautions as this, you are County's loss was certainly our gain. "  
pretty sure t o  regret i t  some day. 
• .. 
CON C ORDS AND DISCORDS 
MOTORIST writes : "Leyland Motors have 
had a very good season in many ways. Engage­
ments yet to be fulfilled include the annual visit 
to Vale Park and the Floral Pavilion, New 
Brighton, and on Friday, October l st, another 
B. B.C. recording will be made. Although 
unsuccessful at the recent Belle Vue September 
contest, a very good performance was given, 
and the band were awarded 1 73 points, four 
points short of the prizes. This performance 
reflects much credit on M r. M oss, musical 
director. Eight of their players were making 
their first appearance at this contest, and 
incluclecl in this number were three of the 
basses. vVhen playing at Wigan recently, the 
officials of the band were accorded a civic 
reception by the Mayor of VJigan, Councillor 
T. S. Merry, who, by the way, is an employee 
of Leyland Motors Ltd." 
+ + 
H.G.D.  writes : " Kensington Silver Band 
hold their third annual solo and quartette 
contest on November 1 3th at Kensington Men's 
Institute, Wornington Road, North Kensington, 
commencing at 3 o 'clock. Mr. Cyril I. Yorath is 
the adjudicator. This year will see the intro­
duction of a special section for basses. Last year 
three quartettes of basses entered-can we hope 
for that number to be doubled this year ? 
Entries have already been received from Han well 
and Luton, and many enquiries have come in 
from farther afield. The contest is run un der 
L. & H.C.A.B.A.  rules, and entries from outside 
the Association radius can be accepted on 
payment of a small additional fee. The last day 
for receiving entries is November 6th. The 
Institute is within easy reach of Ladbroke Grove 
and Westbourne Park Underground Stations, 
with bus services 52, 15 ,  and 7 A conveniently 
handy. Kensington Silver Band is in need of 
cornet, horn and baritone players, and certain 
skilled engineering j obs can be offered. The 
band rehearses every Tncsday and Friday 
from 7-30 till 9-30 at the Institute . ' '  
+ + + 
:\fr. J .  HIGGIN BOTT0:\1, bandmaster of 
Kearsley Silver, writes (under date Oct. 1 3th) : 
" News from Kearsley is in sympathy this 
month with Mr. Wright Hurst, Conductor of 
Farnworth Old Band. On almost the eve of the 
" Daily Herald " l'inals at London, for which 
Farnworth have worked very hard, Wright has 
suffered the bereavement of his father. vVe at 
Kearsley express deep sympathy in his sad loss, 
and hope that the band will come home victorious 
despite such a handicap. Further news regarding 
Kearsley concerns the Annual Slow Melody 
Contest which should have been held next 
month. V/e regret that owing to our rebuilding 
programme we will not be able to run a Contest 
this side of 1 955 as the band will be busy fur­
nishing their new home. A new bandroom has 
been built at a cost of £200, and furnishing, 
lights, painting, etc . ,  will have to be done in 
what spare time we can afford. Rehearsals are 
held every Snnday morning, 1 1 -0 until 1-0 p .m.  
and the learners class takes place at 3-0 p.m.  
until 4-30 p .m.  same day. At the moment we 
have about thirty-four instruments in use by 
the players and learners, and classes are well 
attended. Many more instruments are required 
to meet the demand but funds will not permit 
us to buy any more until the bandroom is 
complete. Perhaps some old friends would like 
to loan us one or two, which we would guarantee 
to maintain. This suggestion has already been 
put into operation, and two old players of 
Kearsley have loaned us a euphonium and a 
trombone. In conclusion I am pleased to say 
engagements are now coming in again for 1 955." 
• ... ... 
• + • 
Mr. J .  DEMINGS, secretary of Lower lnce 
Temperance, writes : " Just a few lines about 
my band, to say that we are getting along fine. 
On Saturday 23rd October we held our Annual 
Band Party, which was a great success. Pleased 
to say we are getting a good band together, and 
who knows, you may hear of us contesting yet, 
and I am sure we shall give a good account of 
ourselves. I have j ust applied to the Brass 
Band Club for :five long service badges for our 
members who between them have done 270 
years service; you will hear more of this, as we 
intend to have a real good event at the presen­
tation. We were hoping to enter Wigan Contest 
but owing to some players being on shift work 
we j ust couldn't manage it this time. I am now 
Chairman of the Lancashire Brass Band Asso­
ciation, Wigan District, which puts me on the 
Executive at Manchester. I am very interested 
in this new role and I shall do everything 
possible to help get the District bands together 
as they should be."  
PERSONALS 
Mr. H .  W. HILL, of Ripon, writes : " I 
would like to congratulate the adjudicator at 
the Harrogate and District Association Contest 
upon his outspoken comments on the playing of 
some of the trombones in the famous duet from 
' Lohengrin . '  It really was pathetic to hear 
some of the renderings, the players having no 
conception of the music they were tackling and 
it was a ' tackle ' by some of them. Personally 
I blame the Conductors for allowing such 
boisterous attempts, especially in the l st section 
bands. Contrary to this I must lift my hat to the 
Euphonium player in the last band (Kippax ) .  
What a beautiful rendering, opening with a 
grand mellow tone, followed by perfect phrasing, 
lovely graduated cres. and dims. ,  real artistic 
playing throughout, in fact at times I thought 
I was listening to the great Herbert Scott or the 
great baritone, Dennis Noble, with the National 
Opera Co. (that was) leaning on his staff in the 
valley of Nurcmburg singing ' Oh Star of Eve. ' 
I f  ever a soloist tried to put his band in the 
prizes it was this euph. player. I don't know 
anything about him, but if his playing of this 
solo is any criterion, he is evidently gifted with 
a musical soul .  I wish we had conductors with 
the same gift, then we might get more musical 
renderings and less hammer and tongs such as 
we are too frequently getting at similar contests 
to this. " 
+ + 
Mr. GEORGE HAWKINS writes : " Thanks 
for the scores and J oy Book for 1 955 Journal. 
What a welcome reprint of ' L' Africainc ' 
selection . It is a capital test piece in addition 
to an adornment to any programme. Although 
there are many reprints, they are carefully 
selected because of their proved worthiness for 
all programmes and are within the capabilities 
of the majority of bands. One way to pay 
tribute to the memory of dear old John Green­
wood is to play his compositions and arrange­
ments as a tribute to his collossal output for 
bands in general who are not as yet capable of 
tackling the more difficult modern compositions. 
Personally, I appreciate many of the modern 
composers' skilful works but music publishers 
have first to consider goods to sell so as to make 
their business a paying proposition. In this 
respect \IV. & R. are offering the Journal at a 
remarkably low rate considering the high · cost 
of production. Bands therefore, should in my 
opinion, purchase the Journal complete because 
buying each item is not an economic policy, 
so the moral is, be wise and purchase at 
once and have the winter's rehearsals on 
programme music carefully selected to suit 
public taste . "  
.. . + 
Mr. A. W. U PTON, of Keresley, Coventry, 
writes : I regret to report the untimely death 
of Mr. DAVID GARDINER, who was Conductor 
of City of Coventry Police Band. Mr. Gardiner, 
a Scotsman by birth, had been a very keen 
bandsman all his life and before coming to live 
in Coventry he was a member of a band in 
Scotland. On coming to Coventry he soon took 
it up again and was Conductor to Keresley and 
Coundon Band, Coventry, and revived that 
band after the war. He was also a playing 
member of Coventry Silver Band and Coventry 
City Police Band. On the death of Mr. B. Dunn, 
two years ago, he took over the Conductorship 
of the Police Band and has made that band one 
of the best in the Midlands to-day. His passing 
will be sadly mourned by all who came in 
contact with him." 
+ + + 
\Ve regret to hear of the sudden death, on 
l 3th September, of Mr. J EROME CHESTER, 
at the age of 69. Mr. Chester was greatly 
interested in brass bands, and as head of the 
' Daily Herald ' Contest Management, he was 
responsible for the series of Area Contests, 
culminating in the National Finals, and it is 
greatly regretted by his associates in the work 
that he was not spared to see the ' great family 
get-together ' (his own phrase) which took 
place on 1 6th October, when the finals of all 
four sections were held in London. Despite his 
busy daily round, consequent upon his commit­
WESSEX NOTES 
. Well the big day of the " Daily Herald " Fmals has come again and gone. I could not 
make the t.rip to London this year and had to be content with broadcast items, and must con­
gratulate Crookhall Colliery on what sounded to 
me to be an admirable performance of the 
testpiece, also the unknown (to me) 2nd Section 
bands. 
Congratulations to Aldbourne and Cinderford 
on being :fifth in their respective sections-no 
mean achievements .  
I do not know whether book criticism comes 
into a correspondent's sphere, but I have recently 
been reading " Vibrant Brass " by Arthur 
Catterall-a novel about brass bands. As far as 
I k.now this is the only novel with brass banding as its mam theme and while there arc, to a brass 
bandsman, several little inaccuracies it 1 ;  
nevertheless an enjoyable book. The j acket 
" blurb " states that the au thor, to get his 
atmosphere, attended many brass band re­
hearsals and contests. Had he also submitted 
his manuscript to a brass band authority for 
checkmg the httle items, the " niggle " would 
have been eliminated 
Now to our local news. Lymington Military 
Band have completed a successful season. They 
have played regular programmes at a number of 
points in the Borough and have had especially 
good audiences at Barton-on-Sea. They also 
played at Andover and vVestlcigh Carnivals. 
Their last open air engagement was at Lymington 
Infirmary where they played to patients and 
visitors. They will soon be starting a series of 
Winter Sunday Concerts and also hope to attend 
Reading Contest on November 20th, a contest at 
which they have had considerable success in 
the past. 
The Verwood secretary stales that their 
season is over fairly successfully, their last 
engagement was at vVilton Carnival. They have 
already starled their vVinter Season with a 
Sunday Evening programme in the Village Hall 
at which the star artiste was Stan \Villis trom­
bonist well known to Wessex bandsme;1, who 
gave beautiful renderings oI " The Acrobat " 
and " Angels Guard Thee . "  The band may 
attend the Reading contest allhough rather 
short handed. 
Downton Silver drew a near full house when 
they visited Broadchalke and gave a concert 
on a recent Sunday evening. They were con­
ducted by Mr. Dennis Chalk, who was deputising 
for Mr. \¥oodford, wh0se duties as organist 
prevented his attending. The well known local 
" infant prodigy "-little Mary Bailey, aged 1 1 ,  
gave two cornet solos and our old friend Mr. 
Fred Gurd took the baton for the march. I 
would like to thank my correspondent for this 
item and assure him that any items of band news 
will always be welcomed. 
Burley Silver attended the Oxford Contest 
and although unsuccessful I hear they played 
well-I believe they are also to compete at 
Reading. 
I note that Woodfalls have been advertising 
one or two vacancies-no doubt they will be 
speedily :filled. 
Briclgwater Imperial have had quite a busy 
and successful time in spite of the horrible 
weather. They attended several Flower Shows 
and Fctcs and gave Concerts to open the Carnival 
weeks at Marnhull, Mere, and Gillingham. 
These were very well attended and everybody 
seemed to appreciate the music. They also took 
part in the following Carnivals : Sturminsler 
Newton, Marnhull, Mere, Shaftesbury, Tisbury, 
Gillingham and Alweston, and they are now 
lookmg forward to attending Armistice Parades 
at Gillingham, Mere, and Kington Magna, 
where they will also take part in lhe evening 
service, fimshmg up with a Concert in the 
Village Hall. 
What has happened lo the Wessex B .B .  
Association ? I t  seems to be slumbering lately. 
I have heard no news of it-surely it  is time 
for the A.G.M. ? 
SCRIBBLER. 
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Mr. J .  SMITH, of Cadishead Public, writes : 
" May I through lhe medium of your paper, 
express our gratitude to the Bury Contest Com­
mittee, for the splendid organisation and facilities 
afforded us at' the recent Bury Contest. It was 
most gratifying for us to gain third place under 
the baton of our new and genial conductor, J im 
Stevens, after being absent from the contesting 
platform for so long. 'We should also like to 
offer our congratulations to Wharncliffe Silk­
stone Colliery and Crossley's  Carpet \¥orks, for 
gaining first and second places, and we look 
forward to competir.� against them at Rochdale 
or Wigan." 
' 
COLLIER writes : " Pegswood Colliery have 
had a busy season, having fulfilled many 
engagements, including two important Agri­
cultural Shows, with credit. Comments on the 
deportment and playing have been most satis­
factory. Despite the fact that three of their 
leading players arc undergoing treatment in 
various hospitals, and one of their tenor trom­
bone players has gone to University, they 
attended Hexham contest on Saturday, 
October 2nd, and scored a first in the Selection 
with that fine old W. & R. test-piece ' Joan of 
Arc. '  This follows a l st and 2nd gained at 
Haydon Bridge last month, and makes two l sts, 
one 2nd, two 3rds, and euph. medal from four 
contests altended this year. Mr. A. G. \¥ard, 
in his general remarks, spoke of the lamentable 
lack of home practice responsible for lapses in 
intonation, etc. ,  which can mar a good per­
formance . How true ! Great credit must be 
given to the two Tyneside bands who competed, 
who, although outclassed, would gain valuable 
experience ; Mickley especially fielded a very 
youthful team. "  
ROMKEY writes : " Mr. J .  Jacobs, Conductor 
of Barrow Iron & Steel Works, has been kept 
very busy dnnng the last few months, giving his 
learners and i umors a course in theory, to 
Elementary Grade, as given by the Bandsman's  
College of  Music at  their examinations. He 
contends that every bandsman should have 
some knowledge of theory, and his bandsmen 
of . the future are certainly receiving valuable tmt1011 at present. Following the theory course, 
a test was given, .and the results were very encouragmg, two gamed 100 possible points, and 
one 99 . . The next test the juniors have to und�rgo 1s a slow melody contest, this will give 
all 1umors a chance to shine, and prove their 
worth. Three classes are constantly in progres5, 
learners class of 1 1 ,  junior class of 9, and a 
theory class of 20 pupils. Coupling these classes 
with three band rehearsals a week, will give 
you an idea of what is being clone at present, 
all of which cannol fail to have good results. 
The playing strength of the band at present, has 
been increased to 28. Everybody in the band is 
kept interestei:t, and they intend contesting once 
again next year. Rehearsals are very good, in 
fact they are better now than they have ever 
been. Despite the handicap of losing players 
periodically, Mr. Jacobs intends to make a band 
al all cosls, and nothing is being spared to 
assist him . vVe have a Committee second to 
none, and they arc always on hand to give help 
when necessary. "  
ments a s  an Executive Director o f  Odhams •----------------------• , 
1' '"�s . + -+ . ., �e, 
RP VE�s w 1 writes : " Parr Public (T. Va11 " J OOJ; have had a very full season witl"eng�ge!nr. Jnfs, and at Blackpool, Liverpool, 
Slr<�-1 , Ashton, St. Helens, etc., they gave 
c.r>1i>{i1etc satisfaction. The band are to compete 
in the Wigan Contest and expect to put up a 
good show, although five schoolboys will be 
making their debut on the contest stage and 
fifteen memba-s are well under 2 1  years of age. 
The band hav(. been honoured by being selected 
to compete in lhe Inter-County (Lanes. v .  
Yorks . )  Contes� at Huddersfield on Sunday, 
28th NovcmLer. A number of concerts have 
been arranged for various organisalions during 
the winter mo:i.ths. "  
• + + 
WINDSOR BRIDGE writes : " During the 
past month Windsor Band of Salford have been 
rehearsing programmes in readiness for the many 
Charity Concerts they will give during the 
winter months. The band recently hired a 
recording apparatus and recorded several well­
known pieces. Our Ladies' Committee have 
once again organised a foll winter programme 
and arc at present preparing for the Slow 
Melody and Quartet Contesl lo l.Je held at tl1c 
Bandroom in December. This year's Annual 
Dinner will be held at a Manchester Hotel. " 
Press Ltd . ,  his interest in brass bands never 
abated, and by his death they have lost a 
sincere and staunch friend. ' 
+ + + 
We were pleased to hear again recently from 
an old friend and regular reader of the " B.B.N."  
Mr.  ALFRED Z EALLEY, of  Toronto, who 
sends us the result of this years' band contest, 
which is held annually at the Canadian National 
Exhibition, Toronto. He adds : " I am an 
oldtimc military musician, but have been on 
this side of the Atlantic for over 40 years . 
However, I still take a keen interest in your 
great brass band movement. I shall be pleased 
to hear [rum any of my oldtimc friends who 
happen to remember me. " His address is : 
1 0  Ladykirk Avenue, Toronto, 8, Ontario, 
Canada. 
" The Trombon ist " '  
Twenty-five new and origi nal solos 
for Tenor Trombone, with 
i nstructions o n  the play i ng of same 
By W. R I M M E R  
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Price Post Free 
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C ON TEST RESULTS 
WORRALL H ILL-August 2 l st, March on 
Street. l st,  Pillowell Silver ; 2nd, Yorklcy 
Onward. March on Stage-l st, Mid Rhondda ; 
2nd, Yorkley Onward. Selection, l st, Yorklcy 
Onward ; 2nd, Pillowell. Only three entries. 
Adjudicator, Mr. J. Boddice. 
H UNWICK-28th August. Waltz : First 
prize, Esh Colliery Welfare ( R. M. White) ; 
second, Brancepeth Colliery (J . W. Ainsley) ; 
third, Brandon Colliery (G. Brown) .  March : 
First, Brandon Colliery ; second, Brancepeth 
Colliery ; third, Esh Colliery \iVelfare. Seven 
bands entered .  Adjudicator, Mr. C. Peacock. 
BELLE VUE (MANCHESTER)-Septcmber 
Championship .  4th September. First prize, 
Munn & l'elton's  (S .  H .  Boddington) ; second, 
Ferodo \Vorks (G. Hespe ) ; third, J ohn White 
Footwear (G. Thompson ) ; fourth, Ransome & 
Marles Works (D.  Aspinall ) ; fifth, C.W.S. ,  
Manchester (A. Mortimer) ; sixth, Clayton 
Aniline \'Vorks (E.  C. Buttress ) .  Nineteen bands 
competed.  Adjudicators, Dr. Denis Wright, 
Dr. H. C. Hind, and Mr. H. Geehl. 
CAMBORNE-September 1 1  th. Second 
Section-Hymn, l st, St. Agnes (F. E. Moore ) ; 
2nd,  Porthleven (E .  H .  Bawden) ; 3rd, Perran­
porth ( J .  Eustace) .  March- l st, St. Agnes ; 
2nd, Helston (C. L .  Hender) ; 3rd, Porth­
leven. Third Section, Hymn, l st, St. Agnes ; 
2nd, Helston ; 3rd, Ncwlyn East (N. Halls) . 
March, l st, St. Agnes ; 2nd, Helston ; 3rd, 
}fount Charles (T. A. Cooper) . Adjudicator, 
Mr. F. J .  Roberts. Deportment class, l st,  
Helston ; 2nd, St. Agnes. J udge, Lt.-Col. 
George Miller. 
GLOUCESTER-Gloucestershire Brass Bands 
Association Autumn Festival, September 1 8th. 
March, Test-piece, Own Choice. l st., Lydney Town. Selection, Test-piece, " Beautiful Brit­
ain " (W. & R. ) .  l st, Lydncy Town ; 2nd: Lyd­
brook Silver ; 3rd, Cirencester ; Special to 
Berry Hill Silver. Adjudicator, Mr. Geo. Hespe. 
OXFO RD-25th September. Section A .  
First prize, Marston Valley ( G .  H .  Cro�sland) ; 
second, Tredegar Workmen' s  (C. Bmkley) ; 
third, Barnet ( J .  R .  Stan yon ) ; fourth, Ald­
bonrne ( J .  G. Alder) . Nine bands competed. 
Adjudicator, Mr. H. Heyes. Section B. " Beau­
tiful Britain " (W. & R. ) .  First, Markham and 
D istrict Colliery (T. Collinson) ; seco.nd, 
Cwmaman lnstitute (\.V. J .  \.Vood )  ; thud, 
Upper-Rhondda \'Vorkmen' s  (E. J .  Richards) ; 
fourth, Burley Silver (S.  E. Crutcher ) .  Fourteen 
bands competed. Adjudicator, Mr. S. H .  
Boddington. Section C .  " The Chieftain " 
(W. & R . ) .  First, Lydbrook Silver (- Barne�t ) ,  
second, Towcester Studio (\.V. J .  Bell) ; third, 
Atherstone Miners' Welfare (L. B. Springett) ; 
fourth, Chipping Norton Silver (W. H .  Pickett) .  
Eleven bands competed. Adjudicator, Mr. 
H. Heyes.  
UPTON COLLIERY WORKPEOPLE'S 
BAND. QUARTETTE CONTEST:--Sati.:rday, 
October 2nd. l st, Grimcthorpe Colliery, Ko.  2 ; 
2nd, Yorkshire Copper Works ; 3rd, Grime­
thorpe Colliery, No. 1 ; 4th, Hemsworth Colhery, 
Ko.  2.  Eleven parties competed. Adjudicator, 
Lieut. John Fletcher (Halifax) .  
BURY-9th October. " Moments with 
Wagner " (W. & R . ) .  l st prize, Wharncliffe 
Silkstone Colliery (E.  Hoolc) ; 2nd, Crossley's 
Carpet Works ( J .  Harrison) ; 3rd, Cadishead 
Public (J . Stevens) ; 4th, Holme Silver (A .  
Robinson) ; 5th, Hade Edge Silver (A.  Robm­
son) . Twenty bands competed.  Adj udicator, 
Mr. George Hespe, L . R.A.M . ,  A .R.C.M. 
H.HYL-North \.Vales Association Festival 
and Rally, 9th October. Class B. First prize, 
Llay Welfare Institute ; second, Rhyl Silver ; 
third, Llanrug. March, First, Llay \.Yelf:o1re 
lnstitute ; second, Llanrug ; third , Royal 
Oakeley. Class C. First, Northop Silver ; 
second, Harlech Silver ; third, Monsanto 
Chemical Works. March. First, Monsanto 
Chemical Works ; second, Northop Silver ; 
third, Llanberis Silver. Class D .  First, Nantlle 
Vale Royal ; second, Ruthin Borough. March. 
First, Beaumaris Town ; second, Ruthin 
Borough. All Classes March in procession. 
First, Rhyl Silver ; second, Harlech Silver ; 
third, N antlle Vale Royal. Adjudicators, 
Mr. Alfred Ashpole and Mr. A. J .  Woolford. 
ROCHDALE, October 23rd. " Moments with 
Wagner " (W. & R. ) .  l sl prize, Hade Edge 
Prize (A.  Robinson) ; 2nd, Crossley Carpet 
Works ( J .  Harrison) ; 3rd, Cadishead Public 
( J .  Stevens) ; 4th, Haigh Prize (C. Hulse) ; 
5th, Hinchliffe Mills (H.  Haigh) ; 24 bands 
played.  Adj udicator, Lieut. J ohn Fletcher. 
H EXIIA::\1-March. l st, Newbiggin & Lyne­
mouth Colliery ; 2nd, Cowpen Colliery. 
Selection. l st. Pegswood Colliery ; 2nd, Cowpen 
Colliery ; 3rd, Newbiggin & Lynemouth Colliery; 
4th, Ovington Brass ; 5th, Mickley Colliery. 
Adjudicator, l\fr. /\. Ward. 
CUMB ERLAND DISTRI C T  
The National Brass Band Finals are over and 
the results will be found in another column. I 
was present with our two local bands at the 
4th section contest, and was surprised not only 
with the arrangements, but with the adjuci­
cator's results. It is the first time 1 have ever 
witnessed the draw taking place in the hall 
before the audience ; as each band drew its 
number you heard a wave of murmnr as it was 
passed along to the back seats. If there was no 
room available for the draw, then surely it 
would have been better to exclude the public 
until after the draw. Our two bands, Maryport 
Albion and Dearham nited, did not have any 
luck although they played J OO per cent. better 
than they did in the Area Contest. 
Mr. Eric Ball is to give a two-day bandmasters' 
course in Maryport on November 6th and 7th, 
which normally would attract a good attcnd­
dance, but unfortunately it coincides with the 
r0vcmber Armistice Sunday, and one of the 
two is bound to be affected, possibly both. 
Perhaps the Education Committee can be 
persuaded to alter the date of their course ? 
Maryport Albion Silver were very grateful to 
Lowca Colliery Band for the loan of th�. full set 
of bass instruments for the London l' mals, it 
made a vast difference to the band.  Both our 
finalists wish to thank all ti:osc bands and 
wellwishers, who wrote and w1slwcl thrm luck 
on the eve of their departure .  ANDANTE . 
WltIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS. 
P H RASI N G  
The art o f  phrasing in literature and music 
lies at the root of an intelligent rendition. We 
have all met with the trick of placing before a 
reader an unpunctuatcd reading test, a piece 
so constructed that the reader utters sense or 
the most ridiculous nonsense, according to his 
ability or inability to realise the proper phrasing 
of the piece, and to read it with a correct placing 
of the absent commas, &c.  
That is an elementary performance of phras­
ing, but the term covers far more. In reading, 
proper emphasis on important words, appro­
priate inflexion of the voice in opening, sus­
taining and closing a phrase, are essential to 
making the most e ffective interpretation. 
whatever be the subject or mood of the piece. 
Phrasing in music is analogous, the art is 
alike in many respects. The language of 
music is less definite than the language of words, 
but its purport can be made comparatively 
plain or obscure by good or had phrasing of it. 
The whole art of phrasing is an extensive sub­
j ect ; its finer and most complete interpreta­
tion must depend largely upon the complete­
ness of a performer's musical education, and 
upon his capacity first to see and then to express 
its finer and least apparent points. 
For, as in literature, the utmost effect is not 
attained by merely stopping at certain periods, 
by dividing the music into certain sections. That 
is rudimentary, the first principle only. Added 
to this, good phrasing calls for insight into the 
relative importance of various notes, even of 
various phrases, for a rendition which brings out 
these in due prominence ; for that is in music 
the equivalent of inflexion in speaking. In­
flection is the exact opposite of inflexible. In­
flection, the subtle, curving, bending, expansion 
or diminution of the tone, can make each phrase 
the opposite or the completement of another. 
By this quality, which we call inflection, a 
musical phrase can be made to embody un­
mistakeably many qualities. It  can plead, 
assert, argue, challenge, as the music may be 
intended.  Lack of proper inflection may cancel 
much, if not all, of the meaning of the music. 
The meaning of music is, as already slated, not 
so definite, not so obvious, as the meaning of 
words ; but, broadly, the character or nature of 
music is so obvious that two or more good 
players, though differing in extent of musical 
knowledge and musical temperament, can 
hardly fail to accord in the main as to its correct 
interpretation. They may differ in degree of 
accomplishment, and yet agree in intent. That 
is the case even in the far lesser task of inter­
preting sentiments and emotions expressed in 
prose or poetry. We can all read prose or 
poetry. but we cannot all read with the 
same effect as a great elocutionist achieves. 
Phrasing, like other subjects, should be 
learneci from the beginning ; and a performer 
cannot start too soon to study it, and to en­
deavour to effect it in his playing. As soon as a 
young player can play a succession of notes 
upon his instrument, as soon as he can play a 
tune, the subject of phrasing should be brought to 
his notice. Not the finer points of it ; let him 
start on the first principles of it, the division 
of a tune into sections corresponding to the 
sections of speech. It is a good plan to give 
learners phrasing practice on music to which is 
allied words which they know and can com­
prehend. \iVords to which the music has been 
well set, or words which have been well set to 
the music. Some car e is necessary in this respect 
as occasionally, words and music are badly 
wedded .  The music does not emphasise the 
sense of the words, or the words are ill fitted to 
the accents or rhythm of the music. 
It is best to start with words and music of a 
lyrical character, words and music which ex­
press sentiments or emotions in a simple song 
like form. " In happy moments, " " I  dreamt I 
dwelt, " " Scenes that are brightest ," and pieces 
of that sort. Get the player to recite the words 
with correct accentuation, punctuation, and 
expression. Then get him to wed the musi� to 
the words in such a manner that accentuat10n. 
metre, and expression are reproduced in the 
music. Music should and does further 
deepen expression, but that will come later. 
In such music and words the phrases are 
simple in construction. The words arc divided 
into lines containing certain numbers of 
syllables ; the music likewise consists of .similar 
sections. The lines are marked m speakmg, by 
halts represented by commas, &c" The. i:iusic 
may, or may not, be marketl by signs. g1vmg a 
he will learn how to breathe deeply and rapidly. 
The tendency of a young player is to breathe 
lightly and often-to breathe anywhere, irre­
spective of the claims of the music. Such playing 
is always laborious playing ; it is much harder 
work than it is when practice and tuition make 
him breathe properly and at the right places. 
o trouble is too great, nor is it ever too early 
to get players to allend to these points, and if 
the young player plays to words and metres he 
knows well, he will fall into the habit of playing 
his music in correct sections easily. 
Reverting to the sustaining of phrases, start 
the young player on short phrases. Let him play 
" In happy moments day by day " 
until he plays it without a break, and until the 
notes do not mean single notes to him, but a 
number of sounds which express an idea, and 
which are to him an inseparable group of notes. 
There are eight notes, but when he has got hold 
of the right idea of phrasing he will not think of 
them singly, but as a group of eight related 
notes. 
We hope Lhal every bandmaster will get his 
players grounded early in the first principles of 
the art of phrasing, not forgetting to tell them 
that these are only the foundations of the art. 
C O RRESPOND EN C E  
" SHAMATEURISM " 
TO T H E  EDITOR OF T H E  " B . B . N . "  
Srn-I have been following, with great 
interest, the disclosure in your Clydeside column 
that a system of payments to players for atten­
ding rehearsals has been introduced by a band 
in the Glasgow area, and I have taken the 
trouble to investigate the matter for myself 
before accepting the evidence shown from time 
to time in that column. My only reason for not 
putting my views through that medium is the 
length of this epistle, which, if printed there, 
would have the effect of curtailing the space 
alloted to your regular correspondent, who has 
done a great service in giving excerpts from 
various letters on the subject, received from 
many sources. 
I am now quite satisfied that such a pernicious 
system does exist, the culprits being a Glasgow 
band who apparently have almost unlimited 
money at their disposal with which to tempt 
players whom they covet, belonging to other 
bands, irrespective of the crippling effect such 
losses may have on the bands concerned .  It  is 
the most ruthless, unscrupulous campaign I 
have ever encountered during my not incon­
siderable connection with amateur brass bands, 
and it must be stopped before it utterly destroys 
the very soul of our movement by putting self 
supporting bands out of existence, anrl raising 
a race of mercenaries to carry on the great 
traditions of " amateur " bands in Scotland. 
The correspondent who suggested that he had 
no objection to this band paying incentives 
provided they did so honestly by declaring 
themselves " semi-professional " and resigning 
from the Scottish Amateur Band Association, 
certainly had something, but I ' m  afraid that 
would not suit the book of the " shamateurs " 
who obviously want whatever protection the 
Association offers, for example, the registration 
of their players ; also they still want to compete 
against their less fortunate rivals at contests, 
which, amongst other advantages, enables these 
vultures to keep in touch with likely prey on 
whom to pounce as the need arises .  I n  other 
words, the other bands are being used as 
" feeders ", a position which I cannot see 
continuing once the victims tumble to it. 
A much more serious aspect is that a repre­
sentative from the octopus band sits on the 
Executive of the Band Association, where be is 
supposed to carry out the aims and objects of a 
purely amateur body. How such conflicting 
ideas as those of the Association and his band. 
can possibly be reconciled, is completely beyond 
me ; the one is a direct antithesis of the other. 
Should the Executive be in any doubt as to 
the existence of the system now rocking the 
foundations of our movement, simple questions 
and answers will elicit the desired information, 
then appropriate action, by amendment of 
rules, can be taken. 
Yours, etc . ,  
SECRETARY. 
------ + --- -
D ERB YSHIRE N O TES 
like effect. If  i t  i s  not, the player must msert the 
effect by disconnecting the notes or sounds in Ripley Cnited (Conductor J .  Webster) ,  the 
the right places. " In happY: moments " is .an band newly reformed from the old Ripley 
example of rests in the music comc1dmg with United Silver Prize Band, held their first full 
the commas of the verse, and thereby separating rehearsal recently at the 'White Lion Hotel, 
line from line. " The Last Rose of Sum.mer " Ripley. The rehearsal showed much promise and 
is an example calling upon the player to make the if the combination can be successfully encouraged 
necessary separation by the manner of h.1s by support from the Town, and a few more 
playing, by disconnecting . the. notes at ce.rtam bandsmen attracted to their ranks, they will be 
places. It will not be amiss, m fact, it will be a combination that will figure amongst the 
very helpful, if the teacher marks such places leading bands of the Midlands. 
with a comma. Riddings Silver (Conductor H. E.  Hague)  
Elementary phrasing requires also that the recently visited the Pastures Hospital, near 
syllables be articulated clearly ; that the accents Derby, and entertained the patients . 
of the syllables be reproduced in the music m Staveley \Vorks (Musical Director W .  Knight) 
proportion to their importance in the words. recently participated in the annual inspection of 
And that syllables which are spoken lightly and the North Derbyshire Division of the St. John 
fluently should be treated likewise in the music. Ambulance Brigade by heading the parade.  
" Yet hopes we used as bright to deem . '  . Crich United (Conductor S .  Hollingworth) : 
No one would in reciting this line emphasise the Ladies' Committee of this band recently 
the syllables " we,"  " as,"  " to " ; and this organised a \iVhist Drive and Dance in the 
due prominence or subsidence of the vanous C. of E .  School, Crich, in aid of Band Funds. 
syllables must be reproduced in the performance Bolsover, Creswell, Eckington and Staveley, 
of the musical notes allied to them . This is also Holmewood, Langwith, Pleasley Renishaw 
an essential part of the art of phrasing. Shirebrook, Shirland and Whitwell, Colliery 
We cannot at present do more than indicate Bands, will share in the recently announced 
a few essentials. Division of the music mto £20,000 scheme of the N.C.B.  & X . U .M .  \iVelfare 
sections implies, on the face of it, that each of Fund, to provide these bands with a new set o J  
such sections must be  played connectedly, that Instruments, and later a new set of Uniforms, 
the music must not halt except at the end of over a period of 10 years . It  is realised that brass 
such sections. \Ve speak now of phrases of the banding plays an important part in the life of 
simplest form. And whereas the player must the community and that brass bands are an 
separate the sections by a separation between important aspect in the mining spheres, and as 
the last note of a phrase and the first note of the such are greatly valued. 
next phrase, that separation will not of itself No. 5 Area St. John Ambulance Band led the 
suflice Lo make the phrasing distinct and natural. first annual Parade of the Coppice Division of 
The last note of a phrase must be approached the No. 5 Area N.C.B.  East Midland Division. 
and finished in such a manner as to give a sense Further to my report last month re Middleton 
of more or less repose, which is made most com- Victoria United, going by a newspaper report 
plete when the end of the piece is reached. the band have indeed something to be proud of. 
Phrases should not be closed with an abrupt- The " Matlock Mercury " published a long and 
ness out of keeping with the spoken word. And detailed article on the band and also a photo­
the opening note of the succeeding phrase should graph. In bold headlines it says that " Middleton 
be taken up with a degree of clearness which has a band to be proud of. " To substantiate 
will give the hearer a feeling that it is the begin- that, I must quote some of the article. The band 
ning of a succeeding section. The leading or was formed in 1 897,  and at that time l\lr. \V. S .  
first note of a phrase, even though it be an un- Spencer, one of the district's leading musicians, 
accented note, must hear the amount of emphasis I was, with several other Middleton men, a which will suffice to mark it as the opening of a member of the then \Virksworth Volunteer Band. fresh sentence. Practice alone will enable a . Doubtless that same sturdy mdependencc for 
player to mark the difference by clear utterance I which Middleton is noted spurred them on to 
rather than by loudness. wanting a band of their own. In this venture 
In music which has not rests to mark the they were somewhat encouraged by the then 
phrase divisions a rest m ust be created ,  but the Vicar, the Ifov . E. C. IJarward, and probably 
cession of the music must be only sufficient to the fact that 1 8\17 was Qneen Victoria's Diamond 
divide the phrases. Here is Lhe place for the Jubilee, seemed to offer the favourable oppor-
J player to refill the lungs with air, and by practice tunity. Mr. Spencer became Conductor, and 
after wielding the baton for 26 years, in 1 923 
Mr. Spencer handed it over to his son, Mr. J.  S.  
Spencer, who was to prove his worthy successor. 
Gifted, genial and zestful, Joseph Sam, as he 
was known, was able to instil into others his 
own undying enthusiasm and ably led the band 
as its Conductor for 30 years. His tragic death 
was a sore stroke from which the band has not 
yet fully recovered. J oseph Sam often wrote me 
regarding the activities and progress of the band, 
through which I counted myself something of a 
personal friend and his loss struck me perhaps as 
much as any of his fellow bandsmen. Another 
proud moment for the band was in 1 949 when 
they donned their dashing new uniforms of 
Brown, Green with Gold facings, costing them 
£370. Middleton doesn't like debts, so they 
wiped this one off inside 1 8  months. In the last 
three years they have spent over £100 on re­
conditioning of their instruments. Lack of space 
prevents one paying tribute to all concerned 
with the band both young and old but mention 
must be made of the two remaining older 
members in J .  S. Batterley who j oined 53 years 
ago and is 75 years old, and J .  Houghton who 
has played with the band 35 years ; both are 
still playing members of the band. In spite of 
the many difficulties that befall such organisa­
tions, the band still carry on their good work 
and feel confident in their guest conductor, 
Mr. L. W. Wildgoose. Amongst their 23 regular 
players are many youngsters whose enthusiasm 
seems to assure a successful future . Mr. Wild­
goose is perhaps no instrumentalist but he is 
well known locally for his musical abilities. 
Regarding Wirksworth United Silver Band, 
I am pleased to make the acquaintance of Mr. 
F. Gratton, who writes me on behalf of this band, 
I am glad you have ventured to do what you 
have often thought of doing in writing me a few 
lines. I wish others would take the same course 
Mr. Gratton. You are with several others in 
agreement with my remarks in the last month's 
notes, re playing to sparrows on wet Sunday 
evenings. It  is up to all of you secretaries to 
get together and press for alternative accom­
modation in which to fulfil the engagements. 
After all, it is as much to the responsible council's 
benefit, as it is the hands engaged, to complete 
the engagement. Mr. Gratton informs me that 
at the Bonsal Vi' ell Dressing on August 1 5th last, 
three trombones were playing with the band and 
these represented three generations, Mr. Gratton, 
his son and his grandson ; this would I am sure 
mark a proud moment in your life Mr. Grallon. 
At Brassington Wakes Sunday the band turned 
out with 25 players. In the eveniug afler a short 
concert, a Drum Head Service, conducted by 
the Vicar gained more applause and drew a 
greater crowd than the village carnival on the 
following Friday. This was the first of its kind 
but it is intended that it will become an annual 
event. Thank you Mr. Gratton, for your kind 
invitation, but I am afraid I shall not be able 
to accept it as yet, perhaps we can arrange 
meeting at a more convenient time. 
ENTHUSIAST. 
------+----
LEICESTER N O TES 
Leicester Railwaymen's Band did well to win 
2nd prize at the Bletchley contest. I know 
Mr. Robins has been working hard with this 
band, who include quite a few youngsters, and 
this success should prove a nice incentive to 
them. 
Wigston Temperance took part recently in 
rather a unique anniversary. They marched 
to the Wigston Magna Congregational Church 
and led the singing. This was the 50th year the 
band had performed in this way, which is a fine 
record. Mr. E. C. Moore was in charge of the 
band this year, though l expect his father, 
Mr. C. Moore, would be wielding the baton on 
the previous occasions. Glad to hear that 
Mr. Moore senior is a little better in health. 
The Leicestershire Brass Band Association 
held the first of a series of Contests they have 
arranged, on October 2nd at Fleckney. This was 
for J unior D uets, Senior Air Varic, and 
Quartettes. There was some very good playmg 
by several of the j unior duetists, and they 
certainly did their tutors great credit. P. Smith 
and B. Smith (Snibstone) won l st .  They were 
coached by Mr. G. Chilliam, who is a great 
enthusiast with the youngsters at Snibstonc 
Colliery. M. Brotherhood and L. Blackburn on 
trombones were 2nd, and they played excellently, 
coached by Mr. Brotherhood, senior. Mr. C.  
Cooper of Huthwaite was the adj udicator. 
The next Association Contest is on November 
6th at Ratby, and comprises J unior Air Varie, 
Senior Duet, and a Septet contest. It should 
be an interesting day. Mr. R. S. \.Varren, the 
new Association secretary, and his committee, 
have certainly got things moving this year. 
Burbage Silver, who competed in the finals 
of the D . II.  Championships in Section 2 did not 
figure in the prize lists. But Mr. A. Bennett 
deserves our congratulations for his excellent 
work with this band. Year after year they put 
up some fine performances and it is only his 
good musicianship and the enthusiasm he 
instills into the band that has produced such 
good results. Better luck next year, Mr. Bennett. 
The preliminary announcement for the Leices­
ter Festival on Easter Monday is published in 
the " B.B.N."  The handing over of £330 for the 
1 954 Festival was magnificent. Mr. C. A .  
Anderson i s  making an appeal for more first 
class bands to enter, to make Section I a real 
championship contest. If they enter he says the 
committee may increase the prize money. This, 
to my mind, is placing the cart before the horse. 
I have on several occasions in these columns, 
advocated an increase in the prize money which 
can easily be taken out of the funds allocated . 
Then I feel sure some of our first class bands 
would respond. ·when all is said, it is the contesL 
which really matters, and the entries in Section I 
during the last few years have not been up to 
the standard one we. :.ilcl expect at such a contest. 
The point is debateable, but this is my personal 
opinion. 
SEMPER EADEM. 
NEWCASTLE & DIS TRICT 
On the eve of their departure to play in the 
Finals of the " D. H . "  Competition, \Voodliorn 
Colliery Band figured in the local Press. It 
appears that their B .l\1. ,  Mr. Locker, has resigned 
and although it is not very clearly reported, it 
would appear that there has been a difference 
over the appointment of a professional for the 
Final Contest. If this is so, I think Mr. Locker 
ill advised to leave on these grounds. I recall 
two il lustrious names in our movement, A. 0.  
Pearce and James Oliver. These two gentlemen 
slood 1.o one side for a prnkssio rml and yet their 
names will live as long as any of  the profcs­
sional 's .  There is room for everyone in the 
making of a first class band. Mr. Locker has 
l st NOVEMBER, 1954. 
done well since taking over at Woodhora and l 
hope to sec him continue the good work he h�" 
started as a young man. I 
The contest held in Hexham Abbey Gro . 
and promoted by Mr. Joe \Neish for t�� ' y ne­
side bands had at the last mmute to l e  thrnwn 
open to the Northumberland League. Five 
bands attended and Mr. A. 'Nard of \Vashington 
Colliery was adjudicator. Results in Contest 
Results column. 
Cowpen have done well since Mr. Carr took 
command and a new spirit is prevalent. 
Pegswood Colliery have also had a good 
season and Mr. Farrell must be happy at the 
splendid results shown for his labours. 
The Northumberland League Annual Contest 
takes place on November 20th, and as this is a 
grading Contest this year, we can look forward to 
a good entry, and some real competitive playing. 
Bands in the top Sections will certainly have to 
play for their places. Regular contesters m the 
League are sure to be there and I u nderstand 
Blyth Railways and \'Vallsend Colliery, two 
bands who have been absent for a few years, will 
be competing at this event. The Contest will be 
held in the Concert Hall, St. Nicholas Hospital. 
Coxlodge. A beautiful hall with plenty of room. 
Vl/e hear very liLUe of North Seaton Colliery 
j ust now, although I understand they called a 
special meeting on Sunday, 3rd October. I hope 
they manage to keep up the fine standard they 
have set for years past. Mr. George Anderson is 
still secretary of this band and Mr. \'V. Litster 
is B.M. 
\Vallscnd Shipyard provided music at the 
launching of a warship from their shipyard. The 
band attend many functions of this kind and 
are certainly adept at this kind of thing. They 
were also due to give a concert in the Concert 
Hall, St. Nicholas Hospital, Coxlodge, on 
S unday, October 3 l st.  
I understand our Durham bands are com­
peting in a N.C.B.  Contest on Xovcmbcr 28th, 
a week after the Northumberland League event. 
This contest is at Easington, and l think we 
could help each other quite a lot by attending 
each contest from either side of the County 
border. \.Vhy can't we have more N orthumber­
land spectators at Durham and vice versa ? 
Since commencing writing these notes, I have 
heard the results of the " D. H . "  Finals. Con­
gratulations to all prizewinners and especially 
to our one X orthumberland winner. \.Vcll done 
Woodhorn Colliery and congratulations to Mr. 
C. Peacock, who, l understand, conducted the 
band. I hope events reported at the beginning 
of these notes will right themselves, and that 
Mr. Locker will take his rightful share of the 
band's success. 
XOV ACASTRIAN. 
MER S EYSIDE N O T ES 
Regret
_ 
to say news in this district is very 
scarce. 1 hope the bands are not hibernating, for 
now is the time to gei:' down to thorough re­
hearsing, with new music to give interest, in 
preparation for next season. I was very surprised 
to see there were no entries from this district at 
the several contests held in Lancashire during 
the last two months. \Vhat has happened to the 
A.T.M. who were regular competitors at these 
contests ? The only bantl in the district to do 
any contesting is Edge Hill B .R.  
Congratulations to the K .\iV. Area champion­
ship representatives, Fairey's, C.\.V.S .  and 
Foden's,  who swept lhe boards at the London 
Finals. It appears from the results of the last 
few years that the other N.\V. championship 
bands have very little hope of ever reaching the 
Finals in London. although several are much 
better bands than mo-;t of the other champion­
ship finalists. The N .\.Y. record since 1 950 
reads, 1 950(2 bands) l st and 3rd ; 1 95 1  (3 bands) 
2ncl, 4th and 5th ; 1 952 (2 bands) l st and 2nd ; 
1 953 (3 bands) l st, 2nd and 5th ; and 1 954 
(3 bands) l st, 2nd, 3rd . 
Edge Hill B. R. were on the wireless on 
September 23rd and ga.ve a good performance. 
They were engaged to play at the Docks during 
the Queen's  visit on October 2 l st, but the dock 
visit was cancelled owing to the Dock strike. 
They are having good rehearsals and already 
have the tcstpiecc for next year's " D. H . "  
Area Championship. �o news of any other 
locals .  Now then, A. .T.l\1. ,  Litherland, Kirkdalc, 
Liverpool City, Dingle and others, why not a 
few lines ? 
E IGHT BELLS . 
----+------ · 
" AL EXAN D ER OWEN " 
MEMO RIAL S CHOLARSHIP 
FUND 
Messrs. \Vrighl & Round, Hon. Treasurers, 
beg to acknowledge receipt, with thanks, of the 
following donations : 
G. White, Chadderton 
" Subscriber, "  Chadderton 
B. Murray, Blackley 
s. d .  
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JOHN-0' -GAUNT writes : " I wa� pleased 
to have a communication from my f nend Mr. 
Sam B. Wood, Music Master of the Morecambe 
Grammar School, and well known band 
teacher. He is a vice president of the N.B.B.  
Conductors' Association, the northern No.  2 
area. He arranged the venue for the Conven­
tion at the Congregational Schoolroom, More­
cambe. The members and a goodly number of 
friends of  the band movement were welcomed 
by the Minister of the church, The Rev. J. 
Howard Davies. Storey's of Lancaster (Mr. 
A. Brownbill) were present. After the Chair­
man's remarks by M r. L. Davies, the band 
played a march by Sam B. 'Nood, conducted by 
the composer. Next followed two hymn tunes, 
and then the audience were favoured with a 
talk on 'What the Adj udicator listens for at 
a Contest,' by Mr. T. A tJ.;inson, of Brad for ! 
Victoria Banc!. Storey's -,tr orks band provided 
some excellent examples during t)1e t;>.1k, a::<d 
the playing was of the hi; · arcl that has 
h h
. ' ' a 1u F' I tc:.ken t em to t 1s year s 'I: �' · ra1c\' ma s 
in London in October. The ,i\)' l{edings •losed 
with a grand rendering of a -�ro�\��an Se\ctiorz 
by the bar �d conducted by M r.
c.11 �r0wnbi' A 
short me�tmg- followed, thanks bem.; gl\ l to· 
the church for the free l!';e of the schoolrou . .  , 
and to all who har! made the Convention a 
�uccess. M embers were present from York­
shire, and Lancashire towns, inc!1di11g- _\l i ss E. 
Alston, M anchester ; :'-fiss E. Lu1 1b, Brad ford ;· 
M r. C. Dowling, T .reels ; 1\1 r C. \Nainwright, 
N el son ; and \l r. T. Hayes, Leeds ; also his sorr 
_T ohn , who plays the n 111.�el n the National 
Youth Band. A fter tea the n1emhers sa1v th<:­
famous i 11 uminations." 
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OXFORD AN D DISTRICT 
Oxford Town Hall was again well filled for the 
/ annual Band Contests and Concert promoted by • of Oxford Silver Band. This has become 
of the highlights of the year, and, I am 
i d ,  is outgrowing its venue, for . the place 
was Pa<wed all through the proceedmgs . The 
Trade w �s well represented, and _I hop
e that all 
did good bu .:iness. l\Ir. R. i\I. Smith, m
anager of 
the contest and band wishes to thank all who 
assisted in making the event . such a success. 
Of the playing, I can sa_y nothmg, _as I did i:iot 
hear a single band, bemg otherwise occup1cd 
during the time I was there . I trust that your 
venture turns au t a success financially, as it 
certainly was otherwise, l\Ir. Smith and Com-
mittee. . 
Reading :;vlilitary have been playing for the 
floodlight matches on Readmg F.C .  Ground, and 
on the occasion of the visit of the Racmg �lub 
De Paris team, their programme consisted 
mainly of French i:iusic, which was greatly 
appreciated by the visitors. 
By courtesy of friend Tommy l"'1orcombc, I 
attended the final rehearsal of Fodens and 
l\Iorris Motors at the Morris Motors Club on the 
Wednesday prior to the Championship Contests, 
and enjoyed myself there. Cong_ratulat10ns to 
the winners in all sect10ns ; a tnumph for the 
Mortimer family again, with Harry taking first 
and third and Alex second. It is sad lo 
know that Harry has to relinquish his contesting 
activities. bul I do hope this may only be 
temporary, and that we shall be seeing him 
again in due course. Among those I am pleased 
to see in the list of winners arc Marston Valley, 
2nd in Section 2, also Aldbourne who came 5th 
in order of merit. Better luck next time, J oe ! 
A feast of good music is in store for bandsmen 
in and around Oxford on Saturday, November 
1 3th, when the bands of Swindon, Reading and 
Oxford S.A.  combine for a great festival, with 
solo items by each band and items by Oxford 
Timbrel Band also. This should attract all 
band-lo,·ers who can get there, and I am looking 
forward to being present. 
On the following Saturday we have the 
Reading Contests, with five classes of bands 
catered for, " Moments with Wagner, " " vVay­
side Scenes " and " Poetic Fancies " being the 
testpieces for sections 2, 3 and 4. I am hoping 
to be present there, and to meet many friends 
in lhe movement. 
A letter recently reached me from Mr. Fred 
Foreman, formerly secretary of the Oxford 
Association, and one of the founders of that 
bodv. He is now living in retirement at Barn­
staple, and at the age of 78 is keeping very fit 
and well. Anyone who is promoting a contest in 
that area might do worse than call on Fred for 
assistance, which I am sure he would readily give. 
\\"ith the end of the engagement season, news 
is scarce, but I expect that all bands will be busy 
on :November 7th, so I will be pleased to have 
your reports. 
PIU VIVO. 
SHRO PSHIRE NOTES 
HUDD ERSFIELD NOTES 
The massed bands concert sponsored by 
Brighouse & Rastrick held in the Town Hall was 
a musical treat. Creswell Colliery and lhe C .vV. S  . 
1anchester ·were the assisting bands, and under 
the baton of Dr. Denis \Vright all responded 
well .  All three bands gave good performances in 
the London Final, and two were in the honours 
list with Creswell Colliery 5th in order. 
Holme Silver were successful in securing 4th 
prize at the Bury Contest and intend competing 
at Rochdale and \Vigan events. 
l\Iarsden Silver continue to make good progress 
under B.M. Mr. J .  W. Kaye. Once again they 
were in the prize list at lhe Bury Contest, and 
intend competing at Rochdale and \Vigan 
events. 
Flockton are holding a Slow Melody Contest 
this month and are hoping for a good entry. 
This band have been ralher quiet of late but I 
hear that prospects· are good, and we may be 
hearing more of them in the near Iuture. 
Congratulations to Linthwaite in the 
recent London Finals. Second prize in the 
fourth section championship is very good. I am 
informed the band played No. 1 and were 
greatly faucied to be the winners. The band 
were conducted by Mr. A. Ashpole. They intend 
to compete at the Wigan Contest and Mr. J .  Vil. 
Morley is hard at work on the testpiece. 
Lockwood are again entertaining the crowds 
at the Fartown football matches. I understand 
that :Yir. A .  Ashpole paid the band a visit whilst 
he was in the district. 
It is with deep regret that I have to report 
the sudden death of a very great friend and 
fellow bandsman in the person of Mr. Arthur 
J ohnson of the Grange :Yioor Band. It is a 
matter of lwo months ago since I reported the 
death of his brother Mr. C. Johnson Now the 
last of the original Johnson family have passed 
on, leaving their sons to carry on their good 
work. To Mrs. Johnson and son Brian, we 
extend the deepest sympathy of all their fellow 
bandsmen who knew him and came in contact 
with him. 
The .North Easlern Area Committee are 
staging the Yorkshire and Lancashire Contest 
in the Huddersfield Town Hall on Sunday, 
ovember 28th and this should be a great 
event. Mr. vV. S. Bond of K orthumbcrland is 
to adjudicate. 
The Holmbridge Quartette Contest takes 
place this month and as this is claimed to be the 
champion contest :iI the orth we can expect a 
good entry and some good playing. Mr. D .  
Aspinall is the Adjudicator. 
By the time these notes have gone to print we 
shall have the result of the Rochdale Contest. 
I wish all our local bands the best of luck at 
this event. OLD TROMBONE. 
---- + · ----
YORK & NORTH EAST RIDIN G  
The big contests o I  1 1154 are now over and 
done with . vVhat a day it must have been for 
all those fortunate enough to go to London on 
October 1 6th . 
'iVith a·.l the championships decided, we all 
Sankey's Castle \Yorks were engaged for a gladly congratulate the bands ·who carried off 
concert held in the Anstice Hall, Madelcy on the prizes. To me, and I am sure to many others 
October 1 5th, when quite a large audience was likewise, it would appear that the proudest band 
present. That you were advertised as a broad- must be VVharncliffe Silkstone Colliery. Vvhat a 
casting band for this event has given rise to great achievement it has been for this band and 
much u11favourable comment amongst bands in their conductor, Edmund Hoolc, now B.:YI. of 
the district. I suppose this is because it must be Black Dyke. Right to the top in three or four 
quite two years since last you were heard years . \¥ith apologies to Fairey's  and the other 
" over the air. "  winners, I d o  feel i t  was Wharncliffe's day. 
\Ve also have some bands who still call them- Those who have met this grand set of chaps at 
selves " prize bands, "  and who have not even the many contests they have attended will 
competed at a contest for several years . To all realise how seriously they take their contesting. 
of you I say : If you want a big name for How they fit together as a team. Here's  hoping 
advertisement purposes, earn it on your own that they do as well in the 1 955 Area Contests 
merits, and not on those of your predecessors. when they take the stage in the Championship 
I heard that my old pal, :Nir. Mia Harper, Section. Congratulations . Good luck. 
conductor cf \Vidoes Borongh, who is on holiday Yark, along with other Northern towns and 
in the neighbourhood, pad a visit to Dawley cities, is to be favoured with a visit 0£ the full 
Band on Sunday October 1 7th and Madeley Regimental Band of the Scots Guards (Lt.-Col. 
Town on Monday 1 8th . 1 am sure both bands Rhodes) . It  is a publicity tour, during Novcm­
would be delighted with his genial company, ber, and auditions will be held al each place for 
and playing ability. anyone wishing to join up and follow a musical 
Jackfield and Madeley Bands, UIJder the I career
. . . Tuesday, November 23rd is the d_ay joint leadership of Mr. \V. Ellis and :\fr. F. \V. G. lhe.y visit York . . Dunng the afternoon they give 
Youden, combined to µlay for a parade at a display m Parliament Street, and at 8 p .m.  a 
Ironbridge on Sunday afternoon, October lOth, concert in the Colliergale Drill Hall. 
and made quite an imposing appearance. The Those of us who follow contests now look 
occasion ·was the unveiling of a plague attached forward to the Yorkshire and Lancashire 
to lhe \Var Memorial of the 1 9 14 War, in the Contest at Huddersfield Town Hall, on Novem­
market square at Ironbridge. It would be a ber 2lst.  Yes. there should be a full house for 
good tiling if more Shropshire Bands would the " Battle of the Roses, " brass band style. 
combine for this sort of function ; it would On Sunday, October 24th York Railway 
help to make the general public more band Institute took part in a _ Military_ Tattoo on conscious, and also foster a more friendly York Rugby Ground, their JOb bemg to keep 
feeling among bandsmen. the crowd happy until the tattoo commenced . 
I suppose the next event for most bands will Swinton Excelsior (Malton) have had a very 
be Remembrance Sunday parades. I hope all successful season and marked the occasion with 
bands will be able to turn out with a full muster. a dinner. The band president, Col. Behrems, 
SALOPIA. congratulated them on their fine work and 
hoped they would continue to carry out many 
LONDON AREA NOTES 
I attended the Royal Albert Hall Contest on 
1 6th October. The playing to my mind was not 
up to previous years' high standards, due, I 
have little doubt, to the very stiff test the bands 
were subjected to. There is a limit to the 
technical abilities of brass band players and it is 
time a halt was called . Nuff said. Hoo Silver 
played in a praiseworthy manner but the test 
was too much for them I am afraid.  Congratu­
lations to Fairey's on their success ; they were 
one of the few that mastered all the difficulties, 
but I expected that Brighouse & Rastrick would 
have been higher up the prize list, after a 
performance that undoubtedly showed what a 
great band they are to-day. 
The Romford Festival Committee have agreed 
to hold their annual contest at Raphael Park. 
Romford next June . X ow bands-give them 
a bumper entry this time . 
Kent's \\'orks are steadily building up a good 
band again, and will be contesting in the near 
future. Hope to see your band at Reading 
Contest, :\Ir. Fenson. 
Bethnal Green Silver were engaged on October 
l Oth to play the hymns at the St. Mary Magda­
lene Church, Holloway Road, which was in aid 
oI the Islington Cancer Research Campaign. 
They were conducted on this important engage­
ment by their profes,sional Trainer, Mr. J .  
Thompson. The Fai�·ey Aviation Men's Choir 
,;. !so assisted this evem. The band may compete 
at-.t<.ea · November. Best wishes, 
Mr. Clancy. Great Cent Metropolitan Silver Band (Neason) are <1.J , otecl at winning first prize at Bletcrey c <l'e/ft on the testpiece " The 
Chiefti� °Wf.l a total of 187  points. Mr. H .  
Duns_kan, :Musical Director, has worked very 
l�ard, and the band are now beginning to shape 
very nicely. They would welcome two good 
bass players. 
News is scarce this month . Now bands-what 
about it ! Let me have your doings before the 
1 6th of the month. Thank you . 
ELEGRO. 
more engagements. 
Sorry, Cottingham, you were not successful at 
the Finals. Keep at it and don't be disheartened. 
I expect you will be at the West Riding Asso­
ciation Contesl in December. 
News has come to hand that Rowntree's have 
now fixed up with a conductor and rehearsals are 
once again coming back to normal. I hope all 
the members rally around this gentleman and 
give him every support. 
York Railway Institute have held their 
A.G.NI. when all officials were re-elected. A very 
good year was recorded with a nice bank balance 
in hand. Their Ladies' section are now hard at 
work preparing for a Christmas Fayre which will 
take place on December l l  th, in the Institute 
Gymnasium. 
I would still very much welcome news from 
bands covered by the North and East Riding 
of Yorkshire. Send news c/o. The Editor to, 
EX MAR COM. 
SHEFFIELD & DISTRIC T  
Ireland Colliery Ambulance Band have had no 
engagements since my last notes, their J unior 
Quartette alone have been able to keep their 
flag flying with some grand playing at Trinity 
Chapel, Staveley, and also at a party at Holme 
Wood (Chesterfield) .  At both events they made 
a name for themselves. Ireland Colliery welcome 
to the band, Miss Pamela Bailey, the youngest 
daughter of their librarian, Mr. G. Bailey, and 
sister of Ireland 's  solo horn player, Margaret 
Bailey . .Pamela has taken up the cornet and her 
fellow bandsmen hope she will follow in her 
sister 's  footsteps. I would like to thank Mr. 
C. J .  Barrett for his news of Ireland Colliery. 
Woodhouse S .A.  Band (Mr. Brookes)  recently 
gave a visit to Wombell S .A .  
Rotherham Y.P.  Band visited the Sheffield 
Citadel on October 14th, and they were well 
received. 
Most of the bands in Sheffield district have 
now settled down to really hard practice, ready 
for lheir winter and Spring engagements. 
MARCA TO. 
SALV ATION ARMY NOTES 
In commencing these notes I would like to  say 
how very pleased I was to receive an interesting 
letter from Mr. A .  Reed, B.M. of Hollinwood 
S .A.  Band. They have j ust celebrated the 60th 
anniversary of the band. The weekend com­
menced with a B .L. members tea, at which 
about 100 enjoyed the party. The Band Festival 
at 7-30 was chaired by the Deputy Mayor of 
Oldham, Mr. \V. Holt, M.B.E. ,  J .P.  The special 
guests for the weekend were Senior Major and 
Mrs. Gage from London. The Major is a member 
of the International Staff Band. He is a bass 
player. He gave character studies. His daughter, 
Miss Joy Gage, rendered pianoforte solos, and 
she also accompanied Mr. Idwal Jones, tenor, 
who delighted the audience with his singing. On 
the l\fonday evening the Soagsters from Ashton­
under-Lyne rendered a fine programme of 
music and song. This is Mr. Reed's  40th year 
as .1:3.M.  of Hollinwood Band. They have a 
few more engagements to fulfil before the end 
of the year. 
Lincoln Citadel Band (F.  Betts ) visited 
Lincoln Prison and included in their programme 
a couple of song selections. Special items were 
a piano solo, a trombone solo, and a monologue. 
The items were much appreciated by the inmates. 
Later they played at the County Hospital, where 
Bro. Chandler is a patient. 
Stratford-on-Avon Band gave a fine pro­
gramme in the Y.M.C.A.  Canteen, where 
Bandsman and Sister H .  Burton are in charge. 
The efforts of band and Songsters were much 
appreciated. (B.M. J ones) and (S. L. Deakin, ) 
Colonel Hutchinson of the R.E.  Technical Wing 
was the chairman. 
Galesheacl Teq.m's Band's Field Day was a 
great success, as was also the concert by Bed­
lington Band. The programme was rendered 
in good tone and style, and was enjoyed by all. 
(B.M. Bert Stories ) .  
Sunderla11d, Monkwearmouth Band (R.  Ilora­
bin) and Songsters (R.  Hutchinson) united with 
the local churches for a Christian \\fitness at 
Seaburn .Parle Hundreds listened to the Gospel 
messages, which included one by Senior Major 
F. Reid, the C.O.  
Bandsman Gordon Curl, son of Brig. and Mrs. 
Curl of Scunthorpe, has been appointed lecturer 
at Bretton Hall (Yorks) Training College for 
Teachers of Music, Art and Drama. 
Yeovil Band and Songsters, B.M. Attwell, and 
S .L .  Lush supplied the music for the " Youth 
for Christ " campaign each Sunday evening in 
the Sidney Gardens, Yeovil. Bandsman Peter 
Bartlett and Songster Mrs. R. Lush were special 
speakers. INTERESTED. 
----�----
FARN WORTH & DISTRICT 
Congratulations t o  Farnworth Old on winning 
third place in the " D. H . "  Championships. 
vVhen one remembers that every band in the 
contest is a winner on the testpiece, it is no 
mean achievement to figure among the prizes. 
I know that Farnworth have had a lot of trouble 
since qualifying. First, the problem of raising 
the considerable sum required to cover the 
expenses of the trip. Secondly, being certain 
that all the players would be available for the 
day, as quite a number had to get off work to 
make the j ourney (several having rather im­
portant j obs which were difficult to leave) .  
Here I think thanks are due to the various 
employers for granting time off. In addition they 
had to contend with sickness, call-ups and 
shift work. 
A clay or two before the contest, Mr. Wright 
Hurst, the Concluclor of the band, suffered the 
loss of his father, Mr. George Hurst, who was a 
great supporter of the band although he never 
played an instrument. The funeral had to be 
postponed as his sons and grandsons were in the 
band. Right up to his death his sole topic oI 
conversation was the contest. 
The Committee of Farnworth Old have asked 
me to convey my thanks to all who helped in 
efforts, etc . ,  particularly to the members of the 
Bolton Association of the Arca. They got 
together and raised an " All Star " Band, from 
all the bands in the Bolton Area to give a 
concert in the Bolton \Vinter Gardens. The fee 
received from 1.his was donated to the band. A 
very fine gesture which Farnworth much 
appreciate . 
Another little incident of which I learned also 
deserves mention. Mr. \Vright Hurst through 
work, etc. ,  was unable to travel in the cm ch 
with the band and had to take the midnight 
train down which meant almost straight on the 
j ob without sleep. On the station he was looking 
for a seat on the train (which is always crowded) 
when he was spotted by some members of the 
Radcliffe Borough Band who were going to 
Albert Hall. They insisted on him taking one of 
their reservations in the most comfortable scat, 
and he was able to get some sort of sleep, 
otherwise he would have had to stand all the 
way. He has asked me to offer the Radcliffe boys 
his grateful appreciation of their thoughtfulness. 
On his behalf, " thanks very much, indeed, lads . "  
The next event is the forthcoming Lancashire 
v. Yorkshire Contest at Huddersfield .  Farn­
worth Old will try their best to uphold the 
honour of the red rose. 
FARNWORTJUAN. 
CEN T RAL S C O TLAND 
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B RISTOL DISTRICT 
The news of  the recent tour to  Canada and 
America of the Irish Guards Band under Capt. 
Jaeger, calls to mind the fact that two of 
Somerset's  first-rate young musicians, Barry 
Latchem of Radstock, and Russell Stannard of 
Yeovil, were with the band. A news item states 
also that Barry Latchem has been featured as 
solo artiste on several occasions through the past 
season. One who is also very proud of the 
success of these lads is Mr. J .  B .  Yorke, the 
Yeovil teacher, for both were pupils of his­
congratulations also to :Yir. and Mrs. George 
Latchem. 
Glad to welcome a letter from ::\1r. George 
Bcckingham of Gloucester informing me and 
you oI an event set to take place on December 
4th at Tyndale Schoolrooms, Barton Street, 
Gloucester, when Mr. Willie Vvood (Conductor, 
Besses o' th' Barn) will give a demonstration 
lecture with the City of Gloucester Band entitled 
" The Score in your Head or your Head in the 
Score," this is being organized for the National 
Association of Brass Band Conductors. All 
enquiries for tickets must be sent to �J7 Seymour 
Road, Gloucester. 
I heard Crofts End Mission on the march 
recently ; they were playing well, and seem to 
keep very busy around the district. 
A bronze plaque to the memories of Mr. and 
Mrs. A. E .  Smith was unveiled at the Evangel 
Mission, Kingswood. :Yir. Albert Smith was for 
50 years bandmaster and leader of the Mission. 
The Evangel Band, assisted by Bethel and 
\'Vesley Memorial Church choirs, took part in a 
short service before the unveiling. 
Pleased to meet recently two oI the old clan 
of bandsmen in brothers Syd. and Alf. Withey, 
both still playing ; Syd must be getting on for 
80. Our observations on lhe enthusiasm oI 
bandsmen past and present were not very 
fl.atteriug to the " modems. "  
Horace Jones, o f  Yorkley Onward fame, 
celebrated his golden wedding recently-con­
gratulations. 
Now-December l lth-remember that date, 
for that is the Saturday (advertised in " B .B .N ."  
last month) when Kingswood Evangel are 
holding their solo and quartette contest in four 
sections. Open q uartette, Class 2 quartette, 
slow melody seniors, and slow melody j uniors. 
The j udge will be Mr. Arthur Irons of Cable and 
vVireless Band, a musician of advanced learning 
whom I remember giving some good decisions at 
a similar event at East Compton, years ago. 
This event. must be supported ; with one 
exception it always has been, even from S. Wales 
bands, and the arrangements are again in the 
hands of my old friend, Mr. Ernie Foreman, 
" Garth House, " 27 Grantham Rd. ,  Kingswqod, 
Bristol, who will send anyone full particulars. 
\Vhat did readers think of the T.V. presenta­
tion of the " D. H . "  Championship Contest ? 
Personally, viewing it with non-bandsmen, I had 
an embarrassing time of it, and was finally 
bound to admil that to lhe general viewer such 
an event is a distinct flop, and certainly the 
afternoon session (the contest) did nothing ,in 
the way oI endearing the public to brass bands. 
The evening programme did quieten the groans 
somewhat with some noble playing of well­
known items from lhe great masters, which 
must have caused some desolation among those 
whose idea of a brass band concert is nothing 
but " original " works, and when something 
from the composers of lasting fame creeps in, 
their noses take on a permanent wrinkle as if 
there was a nasty smell abou,t. A personal 
observation-a few wrong notes wouldn't 
matter in this latest " tour de force " would it ? 
WESTERN" BOOM. 
WIGAN NOTES 
members j ust do not bother to turn out on 
engagements, consequently the band is doing 
engagements with a complement of 1 5  to 1 6  
players. This state of affairs will never do, and I 
am sure that Mr. Ed. Morgan, their Conductor, 
is worthy of better support than this. It is up 
to the secretary and his committee to clear the 
culprits out. Does this mean that your idea of 
entering Wigan Contest is going to fall through ? 
It is good to see the name of Crooke in the 
news again . It would be a grand thing if they 
could get a combination worthy of the name of 
Crooke in there palmiest days. Mention of 
Crooke always brings to my mind the name o.f 
one certain individual, and I still think that 
under his guidance he could have made them a 
power in the brass band world. I know this 
certain person very well, also the principles 
that he has in mind, and carried out in the 
proper manner, success would be assured. 
The outstanding event last month was 
undoubtedly the visit of Fodens under Mr. Rex 
i'dortimer to the Queens Hall . Their visit 
resulted in a packed audience enjoying every 
minute. On looking round the audience I could 
pick out enough players to make quite a respec­
table band. During the interval I was wandering 
around, and l noticed a small . group of men 
talking together, and according to their mov � 
mcnts with their hands, I felt sure. that there 
conversation would have been wori.h recording. 
Perhaps you will agree with me when I tell you 
that the group consisted of Mr. Rex Mortimer, 
Conductor of Foclens, Mr. Hugh Parry, Con­
ductor of Wingates Temperance, also Mr. William. 
Wood, secretary of · vVingates. 
It is  very interesting to note also that the long 
awaited appearance of the Bickershaw Band 
before their own local public is taking place 
early this month at the Leigh Hippodrome. 
Shall we see this famous band contesting again 
next year ? 
Coming back to the Wigan British Legion 
again, they were accompanied on one of their 
recent engagements by Lower Ince Tem­
perance. It must have grieved M:r. Ed. Morgan 
to see Lower Ince turn out in their usual large 
numbers ;,ind efficient manner. 1 think I know 
the answer to the reason of one band being so 
different from another. 
By the timt'l these notes are published \¥in­
gates will have given their concerts in the Ritz 
Cinema, vVigan. Reports to hand seem to 
indicate that their presence in the town once 
more was being eagerly looked forward to. 
No doubt Mr. Hugh PaHy would have spared 
no eJiort to get the band up to concert pitch. 
Also Wingates have been engaged to take part 
in the educational series for the benefit of any 
one who has the inclination to take up con­
ducting seriously. Mr. Leonard Davies as usual 
will be in charge of the proceedings. 
:VULLBA:;:{K. 
" DAI LY HERALD " NATIONAL 
BRASS BAND CHAM PIONSH I P  
By television and sound radio millions joined 
in the " Daily Herald " National Brass Band 
Championship Festival on Saturday. OCtober 
1 6th, during the biggest gathering of bands and 
supporters in London since the war. 
Two Festival Concerts with Sir Adrian 
Bault as guest conductor, and Harry Mortimer 
and Frank Wright associate conductors, followed 
the National Championship contest in the Royal 
Albert Hall. 
Mr. Eclrio Cundell, principal of the Guildhall 
School of Music, presented the prizes to the 
successful bands in the Second, Third and 
Fourth sections, and Mr. vV. Surrey Dane, 
chairman of the " Daily Herald " presented the 
awards to the winning bands in the Champion­
ship section. The full results were : / CHAMPIONSHIP SECTION (Royal Albertl'"Hall) ; 
The great day in London is over, and the l st, Fairey Aviation Works, 1 92 points ; 2nd, 
results in the Championship Section proved C .vV.S .  (Manchester) ,  1 90 points ; 3rd, Fodens 
once more that in Faireys, Manchester C. W.S.  Motor Works, 1 88 points ; 4th, Brig house & 
and Fodens, the rest of the bands who enter the Rastrick, 1 87 points. 
North \¥estern Arca Contest have to overcome SEcO KD SECTION (Kensington Town Hall) ; 
some formidable opposition before making the l st, \¥harncliffe Silkstonc Colliery, 188  point ; 
trip to London. I am sure that from this Area 2nd, Marston Valley, 1 80 points ; 3rd, Farn­
there are better ban(!s left behind than some worth Old, 1 77 points ; 4th, Storeys of Lan­
of the bands who appear in the Final. I think caster, 1 75 points. 
that some system could be brought into opera- Turno SECTION (Lime Grove Baths Hall) ; 
tion whereby we could ensure that the best lst, VVhitburn Miners Welfare, 1 94 points ; 
bands in the country were in opposition in the 2nd, Barton Town, l 92 points ; 3rd, Scunthorpe 
Final, although the more I think about the Bora' British Legion Silver, 188  points ; 4th, 
idea, tl;ie more complicated it becomes. Haltwhistle Old Silver, 187 points. 
It was certainly a wonderful triumph for the FouRTH SECTION (H.A..A .  Drill Hall, Ken-
Referring back to the recent Edinburgh North, and a great day for the Mortimer family. sington) ; lst, Woodhorn Colliery, 1 84 points ; 
Festival, which by the way, was much the best of 1 hope it is not true what the Press reported 2nd, Linthwaite Silver, 1 82 points ; 3rd, 
the series held, I am a great admirer of the that l.Y.(r. Harry Mortimer is retiring from Burbage Silver (Buxton) 1 80 points ; 4th, 
great orchestras. but I make bold to say that contesting. I daresay some people will be saying Stanhope Silver, 1 79 points. 
some of the playing by the prize bands would that if this news is correct, it will give some of 
compare quite favourably with those of the our other conductors a chance to gain the 
best orchestras. The tone and refinement 0£ premier awards, bu to me personally, I know 
some of the movements were really very fine. that his dynamic personality will be missed, and 
HIGH PEAK NOTE S  
I hope that these competitions will continne therefore for a time Championship Contests Hearty congratulations t o  Burbage Silver on 
and so bring happiness and pleasure to the will not be quite as colourful .  winning 3rd prize i n  the Area Finals held in 
thousands of listeners. Once again I must congratulate the B.B.C.  for London. Mr. Harry Fletther must be a very 
The second section contest under the anspices the amount of time and publicity given to our proud man and it will have repaid him for the 
of the S.A.B.A.  was held at Coatbridge on movement, although I think we could have many years of faithful service he has given to 
September 25th and was attended by twelve our bands featured more in the ordinary pro- Burbage Band. I mentioned in my last notes 
bands only. This does not represent the number grammes on the television. Perhaps in time we that the cost of taking a subscription band to 
in this section by any means and there seems shall get regular weekly programmes on the London m'ust indeed be very high, but this win 
something amiss when the missing bands cannot same lines as given on the wireless. must make them feel it was worth all their 
attend even one contest a year. The playing on Our local bands did not have any success in efforts. Well done, Burbage, may you win 
the whole was very fair but the decision of the the recent Bury Contest. I was told by people many more prizes. Ferodo works were not in 
adjudicator did not seem to give entire satis- who attended the contest, that the biggest fault the prizes in the l st section, but they can't 
faction. Here one may mention that some bands of our entrants was ovcrblowing. I fully expec- grumble, they have had a good year. They 
were in uniform and others ·were not. I hope ted Charlie Hulse and his boys from Haigh were placed 6th. 
the time is not far distant when the Association being amongst the prizes, although they had a Chapel-en-le-Frith Town were at the Bury 
will make a rule that all bands attending setback close to the contest when one of their contest, but failed to catch the j udge 's ear. 
contests should appear in uniform. If  attertding players met with an accident anSI a substitute I was in Tideswell the other clay and was 
a contest is not the first place for any band to had to be found at short notice. We shall be sorry to learn my good friend Frank Bagshaw 
appear in uniform one would like to know· looking forward to the Wigan contest this bad resigned the position of Secretary. He is, 
what is. month. a.nd I believe the opposition will be very however, still a member of the band and the 
Hearty congratulations to the \.Vhitburn strong from Yorkshire, so I hope our bands get corru;n.ittec. He also has a son on baritone. 
Miners Band on their win,ning the 3rd sectron down to the job in real earnest, and may the Tideswell are in the good hands of Mr. \V. 
at the recent London contest. This will be a Bury contest results be n�versed. Lawrence, but rehearsals I hear. cquLd be b11tter. 
consolation to them after the low place at the Some of our locals have .stil). J�eei;i. fuJ.fillID.g ow then y:qu Ticleswell men. li:aep yQ r famous Coatbridge contest. Kone bf our other Scottish engagements on the sthet. Wigan Bri4!ish_ name aiive . In the o1d d'ays �ou had two g od 
bands in the other sections were mentim;ied. L gion have been very busy during the last band . It sb.ould be no trquble to run a really 
\,\/ell, better \uck next tfihe. 1 Ill nth, but the repbrts t'fiat hav reached me gob 6ne n , 1 ' SANDY MCSCOTTIE. ar no crr ry com<-incing. t appears that certain PR1PE. OF THE .EEAK. 
6 . WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAHf> NRWS. l st NOVEMBER, 1954. 
.. •••••••••••••••••••• \ project. The band held its Harvest Festival CL YDESIDE N O TES 
' 
on September 23rd in ihe Assembly Rooms 
A SOUND '  INVESTMENT when a short service was conducted by the Rev. R. K. Hall. The sale of produce and the The second section championship in Coatbridge 
serving of refreshments which followed realised Town Hall on Saturday, 25th September, was 
about £15 .  Mr. Hall also sent me a programme held before a disappointingly small audience, 
CORNET'' BAND JOlJBNAL 
A course of study for any recognised 
Diploma or Degree pays a full  Dividend 
Success i-s Guaranteed 
of the Whitccroft Contest held on Saturday, quite in contrast to the usual well-attended for 1955 
" From the New G rand Selectio n  
NO W ON SALE 
j August 28th; there were five entries in both the events held b ere. Several causes may be sug­March and Selection Contests. Lydbrook Silver, gested, not the least being the fact that the date 
under Mr. N. Barnett, took the chief honours, coincided with the local autumn holiday, which 
gaining both l st in March and Selection, with meant a large exodus of holidaymakers to coast 
Lydney Town under Mr. E. Brown 2nd in each and country resorts, anxious to have their last 
section, Pillowell Silver (K.  Andrew) were break of the year. That is not the only reason, 
awarded 3rd in Selection Contest. Here the however, and again I must sound a warning to 
testpiece was " Beautiful Britain. "  The adi'udi- the powers that be that something must be 
World " Symphony Dvorak 
Tone Poem . . .  " A janta " . . . HaRs Uljee 
9/6 
9/6 
8/6 
8/6 
7/6 
6/6 
Extra� 
6d. I 
t :. .  
6d. 
6d. 
6d. 
6d . 
Clearly Defined Courses are 
Offered in All Subjects 
Tone Poe m . . .  " Midsummer Eve " Drake Rimmer 
Overtu re . . .  " Patieftce " . . .  Sullivan . . .  
Trombone Trio " Three Grenadiers " Alfred Ashpole 
March of the Peers (Iolanthe) . . . Sullivan . . .  
Fantasia " Favourite 
Our Bandmaster&' Diploma 
Successes are Outstandine 
done about it. cator was Mr. Evan G. Daniels, of Tylorstown, 
Glam. Thank you very much :Mr. Hall, for I am glad the Association chairman realises 
your very newsy letter ; hope to hear from you the danger, for io his foreword in the official 
again in due course. programme he appeals for greater support all 
Melodies " W. Raymond 5/6 4d. 
Overtu re " Golden Star " j. A. Greenwood 5/6 4d. Write ri>r Free l'ro1pcctu1 I-
T HE PARR SC H O OL OF M USIC, 
Welliniton Chamben, Congratulations to Lydbrook Silver, under round, an appeal which I sincerely hope will 
Mr. N. Barnett, for gaining a first in Section have the earnest attention of all, from the top 
Gavotte " Celebre " .. . Gossec 4/· 3d. 
Contest March " Formidable " Drake Rimmer 4/· 3d. 2 Victoria Street, 
Tel. : BLA 4979 Manchester, 3 " C " at the recent Oxford Contest. right down _to the humblest supporter, for the 
Quick M arch " The Buchaneer " }. Foulds 4/· 3d. 
I rish March . . .  " Emerald Isle " Francis Elliott . . .  4/· 3d. 
N h h d f th f t. f movement 1s undoubtedly passmg through a ews as reac e me o e orma ion o . . . . -another band in Gloucester under the name very critical penod rndeed, to sun:nount which 
Ten sp lend id  New Pieces and Two Popu lar Repri nts to the val u e  of £3 1 7s. Od.  
which we offer by su bscription on the fol l ow i ng terms : GLOU CES TERSHIRE NO TES f th Gl t C ·t  B -t· h L · B d all must help rn whatever capacity they are o e ouces er i -y n 1s eg10n an · b · d F 1 I h t di At t th h b h. f 1 6  est smte _ o r  examp c ave repca e y 
Any 20 parts £2 ls. Od. Extras 2/ each 
Ful l  _
Scores of the First 3 Numbers 7/6 each presen ey ave a mem ers 1p o ff d th f 11 f th- 1 ' tl ' J h' l · 1 d th S k' h T o ere e u use o 1s co umn co ie ""sso-Association news : The Autumn Festival P ayers w IC 1 me u es e par m� am rom- ciation in order to give publicity to their many 
took place on Saturday, September 1 8th and bones who were so successful at various contests activities, but these offers have been completely 
was held at the \Vagon \Vorks Assembly Hall, last year. The Secreta_ry, I understand, is Mr. ignored, yet this J ournal circulates widely 
Gloucester. Fortunately the weather was all 1:'· B. Hopkms, 1 82 Lmden Road, Gloucester. amongst the very people who would attend 
that could be desired and more suitable for an So should there be any unattached _bandsmen contests, did they know about them, but who 
out of door contest. The event which was who would hke to get fixed up he will be ver,y have constantly had the galling experience of 
arranged for 4th Sechon bands of the Asso- pl_eased to do the necessary. . Well, here s only getting to know after they were over. The 
ciat10n commenced with Section l ,  March, I wishmg you every _success and m due course fact that we publish monthly is no excuse for 
testpiece, own choice. Here there were seven I hope that . you win b�come members of the such neglect because contest dates, venues, and 
entries, with Lydney Town taking off the Gloucestershire Associatwn. _ No doubt more other details, are always arranged well ahead, 
Musical Album for 1 955 (No. 29) Price 2/2 post free 
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F. R ICHARDSON LTD. "CORNET" OFFICE 
L I N C O L N S H I RE S I BS E Y  B O ST O N 
Tel. : Sibsey 238 
lst prize. Section 2 which followed also had _an news of this band will be available later on. therefore preliminary notification could easily be 
entry of seven bands, the testpiece bemg WESTERN STAR. made available to our readers, lhus enabling 
" Beautiful Britain,"  Lydney Town again them to " book " the dates, then reminders 
L AN CASTER & DISTRI C T  
taking �he premier award. _ So he_re's con- KENTISH N OTES could be given here, in succeeding issues, and so gratulat10ns on your splend1d achievement, develop interest by providing talking points Sorry my notes were missing from October Lydney, The 2nd prize went to Lydbrook Silver wherever bandsmen and supporters meel. issue. I received the reporl from Mr. S. B. Wood h · 1  c· t s · 1  d d th 3 d Brass Band vear ended on October 1 6th with .1 bl h b w 1 e Irences er I ver were awar e e r , \Vhatever information is ava1 a e to t e rass (re the Bandmaster's  Convention at Morecambe, · 'th St d D '  t · t 4th Tl t t the Albert Hall Finals. Our representatives, . 1 d. . . pnze, w1 rou is nc · 1e con es was band press should be issued wit 0ut 1scnm1- in which Storey's Band under Mr. Brownbill 11 t - d b I bi f b d Hoo Silver, have been known to play better. ff -we pa romse Y a arge assem Y o an nation, and so 1 once more o er my services rendered such excellent assistance) ,  on the 24th t d th I bi. No alibis from them, although I understand the b suppor ers an e genera pu ic. here wilh a view to bringing a out a much September ; sorry that was loo late, especially Th d . d . t M G H f indisposition of both :Mr. Ball and Mr. Pedlcr S M I e a JU ica or was r. eorge espe, o needed revival in cotland. ay we re y on seeing that it was the small issue and September Sh ffi ld h · h '  · · d  th t h during the first two weeks of rehearsals did not b , . , e e , w o, m is summmg up sai a e Mr. Ab ott s co-operation 1 a short month. I sent them off and they will be 
had been greatly surprised at the good standard help. I feel the occasion caused more slips than The playing at Coatbridge did not reach a in this issue .  
f I · h h d l d th t d 1 ld the difficulties of the testpiece. More contesting 1 o p aymg e a mar a ay, le wou particularly high level, yet t iere were per- Storey's Dand, under Mr. A. E. Brownbill, h l .k t 1 - I d · t would seem to be the remedy. . f b owever, i e o pass on a ill e a vice o some formances of merit which gave promise o etter went to the London Contest, and were awarded b d d th t bl h l Bowaters (Sittingbourne) have lost their k an s an a was, not to over ow w en t 1ey things to come. Twelve bands too part-not a 4th prize, a very Q"ood achievement, especially I · · h 11 H l d • trombone section, two to the forces, and one � were P aymg m a a - e t 1anke the ""'sso- very satisfactory number from the second considerinQ" that .i\Ir. George Farrer, one of the - t. f tl - 1 d · h d tl through illness, Mr. Hayes of 50 Manor Grove, . 1 - - 11 1 b t b 1 � c1a 10n or ieir we come an wis c 1em every sect10n, w uch 1s usua y so men, u may e t e IeadinQ" solo cornets, had a serious motor accident · th f t TI d h . h Sittingbourne, would be pleased to accommo- 1 1 .d . d ff d 1 1 t · � success in e u ure. ie awar s w ic were cl 10 1 ay peno a ecte some oca en nes, a day or two before the contest, and it was a d d · tl . t date any players. Vv. Marlor is holding the ban I l - d . C tb ·d T announce urmg 1e evenmg concer , were a t 1ough, to thcir ere 1t, oa n gc own great blow to the band. He was sadly missed. 
d b M A R ur k. 1 A · · toQ"ether until they return to full strength, Mr. -t bi M t th ma c Y r.  . . " at ms, t 1e ssoc1at10n � appeared,  and performed credi a y. os o er Only a few poinls separated the first four. 
Chairman, deputising for Mr. Hespe, who had to Weller having resigned as B.M. bands travelled quite considerable distances. Congrats to Mr. Brownbill and the band, and I 1 t I h . t t Th Northfleet Silver have enjoyed better times. All B h l l 2 eave ear y o rnep anot er appom men . e Here are the results : lst, oa urg · sympathy to :Mr. Farrer and his family. Tbe 
It - ll b f d · 1 - 1 Many retired young bandsmen in this Area . 2 d S J h , 1 10 3 d N t resu s w1 e oun m t e appropnate co umn. could do m uch to assist the health of several pomts ; n , t
_ o n s ; r ' cw on- band have had a very busy season, including The evening's entertainment was given over grange 108 ; 4tb, Dunfermline Town 1 07 ; Heysham Head, Lancasler Parks and Harbour 
to a Massed Band Concert given by Fishponds struggling bands . 5th, I .C . I .  Recreation 1 05 ; 6th, Perth Silver Bandstand, and in all these engagements have 
British Legion and Albion Dockyard Silver, Medway Imperial (F.  Preston) have many 1 0 1 ; 7th, Leslie & District 99 ; 8th, Cupar kept up their first class style_ 
b h B · t 1 b d d b f ll , younQ"stcrs maturing rapidly and will be a T 9 9 h G 1 1 · 1 96 l Oth "'l ' tb ot ns o an s an mem ers o le _,. sso- � own 7 ; t , a as 11e s ; , vv 11 urn Lancaster S .A .  are doing very nicely under force to consider in the near future. ciation. Conducted by their respective band- Miners 87 ; l lth, Cowdenbeath 82 ; 1 2th, Captain Perry. They recently gave a delightful 
M Al G Master Allison (Erith and Dartford) com-mastcrs, r. wyn . Lloyd and Mr. Herbert 
menced the winter Solo Contests with two Firsts Coatbridge Town 77 .  programme at Preston I Corps, which was Sevier, the programme was well arranged and Mr. Laycock appeared to win the approval of enjoyed by a good audience. Special items were 
the items excellenily rendered. Aid. A. G. Lea, in good company at Staines, Dave is a pupil of the audience when announcing his awards, j ust rendered by Bernard Dad, :'.>!aster Ibbotson, 
President, presided and presented the prizes to De:{le�tW����� can book their own Solo, as one would expect, fromTa mfian of pbrovedd and a special talk by Master D. France. the winning bands. Our thanks are due to S t C t t this month to ability and long experience. he rst two an s K.O.R.L.R.  have had a very busy season, and :VJr. F: A .  A .  Ethcr_id_gc, Secretary, and his �u�r\�te �d b����t v�elfsn cs will be entitled to be_ consid_ered for promotion, are still playing very •Nell. Mr. Page, assisted by Committee for prov1dmg us with such an e ie at un ° · STUDEKT. and both will grace higher circles should honour Mr. Routledge, 1s keepmg the band well up to excellently organised contest and concert. I come their way. Alloa, under Mr. Telfer, have concert pitch. On September 22nd they beat the 
Remembrance Sunday, Kovember 7th, will no made steady advancement through the lower retreat at Morecambe, and the same at Fleet-
doubt sec a number of our bands on parade. sections, showing consistency of the highest wood on the 26th. They supplied the music for 
Shall be glad of any reports c/o. " B.B.N. "  BURY & D I S T RI CT order. St. J ohn's, with Mr. Smith at the helm, the Drum Head Service at Morecambe Corpora-
" Daily Herald " Finals : Our congratulations have also made the grade, and so brought credit tion's Navy \Veek. They have several engage-
go out to Fairey Aviation on winning the to themselves, and him. Hearty congratulations mcnts which I hope to report next month. 
championship for 1954 .  Being one of the many The Contest at Bury was a great success and to all concerned, with best wishes for the future. Mr. J ack Brown is the able solo cornet . 
unfortunate ones unable to get to London I had the contest commillee are to be congratulated The near misses will live to fight another day, Morecambe Boro are settling down to a good 
to be conlent with the programme as given over on the perfect organisation. The testpiece after a brave try, the same applying to those winter's  practice. I had a good chat with }fr. 
on T.V. ,  which nevertheless, I enjoyed im- "Moments with Wagner " (W. & R . )  was further down the list. But the important thing Binnie, the band secretary, and he tells me that 
rnensely. beautifully played and Wharncliffe and Silkstone is to keep trying. Mr. J as. Halliday, Mr. R. Hodgson, and _Vlr. K 
City of Gloucester : Mr. G. Beckingham Colliery won for the 3rd successive year. Only News from Albert Hall is filtering through Sibbert have promised to help build up the band 
(B. M . ) writes to say that they are now very one Lancashire band was in the prizes, Cadishead slowly, but nothing defmite enough to recount, again, and I wish them every success. Pleased 
busy preparing for \Vinter concerts. The first of winning the 3rd. except that Faireys, having won ag_ain, are due to note that one evening, Mr. Fletcher, cuph. ,  
these took place at  the Tyndale Schoolrooms At Rochdale the contest was also a great our  warmest congratulat10ns ; as  is also thelf was teaching the s ix  boys. 
on October 1 2th, and another concert has been success on the same testpiece, and as at Bury, eminent conductor, Harry Mortimer. Fodens, I am hoping to have a good report from Mr. 
arranged to take place at the Central Schools Yorkshire bands gained all six prizes except two. the reigning champions, d�awing the fatal No. l Brownbill re Calder Vale for next month's issue. 
on November 9th. Another event which they Hade Edge gave a wonderful performance to must have played magmficently to gam 3rd I am always pleased to have news from Calder. 
have in mind and should prove a big attraction gain l st prize. There were some close results as prize .  I hope to discuss the showing of Govan Carnforth S .A .  are doing very well under 
is a demonstration lecture " Your Head in the only one point separated each of the first five and S.C.W.S. in our next issue. B.M. Postlethwaite in spite of their serious losses 
Score or the Score in your Head " to be given bands. I must congratulate my old friends from Glasgow Charities Band Association are to the forces. Their open air services are much 
by ::\!fr_ Willie \Vood of Besses, on Saturday, Hinchliffe Mills Band in gaining the fifth prize ; having an Open Contest for Solo an_d Quartette:> appreciated by the residents. _ 
PRESTON NOTES 
Since my last notes appeared, quite a lot has 
taken place in Preston Area. The Association 
have held two or three interesting meetings, as a 
result of which forthcoming contests have been 
arranged, the first one being a quartette and 
slow melody contest on a Saturday in December. 
The venue, not yet arranged, will be in a Preston 
hall. Shortly after this, the annual Preston Area 
Contest will be held in the Queen's Hall, testpiece 
being the popular " Moments with ·wagner. "  
Actual dates should be known before these notes 
are in print. 
Freckleton were very disappointed at not 
being placed in the finals, but though I have no 
actual reports, I am sure they pul up a good 
performance.  
i.Jreston Town attended Bury Contest, and 
now know what open contests are to lower grade 
bands. Seeing that the winners of this contest, 
\Vharncliffc Silkstone, were also \vinners of the 
" Daily Herald " 2nd Section Final, it was not 
surprising the Town were out of the running. 
Far from being downhearted they have learnt 
much from this outing, and I shouldn't be 
surprised to see them have another go. 
Freckleton and Hoggarth' s  are now hard at 
practice for the Lancashire v.  Yorkshire duel at 
Huddersfield. Although Hoggarth's  have adver­
tised their vacancies, things are not so black a 
they seem, and I am assured they will appear at 
Huddersfield. 
The " Eddie Calvert " dance organized by 
Excelsior Band, proved a great success, and no 
doubt this band and Preston Town should see a 
nice profit. Eddie proved a good attraction, and 
spent most of ihe evening chatting with old 
friends, whom he soon recognised. On this 
particular day he had travelled from London, 
given two shows at Blackpool, and then attended 
the dance, entertaining the crowd for over half 
an hour, before returning to his residence at 
Bispham. 
I can't get much information of the Winter 
Gardens series which have by now commenced, 
except that dance bands will get most of the 
engagements instead of brass bands .  This is a 
blow to our brass band followers and of course 
the three bands concerned.  
I understand that Mr.  Gledhill has been 
replaced as bandmaster of Lostock Hall, but 
who his successor is I haven't yet heard. 
The Norman Youth Memorial Band have 
concluded another successful season on Black­
pool South Pier, and their winter engagements 
include appearances at Bloomfield Road football 
ground. PROUD PREST OK. December 4th. I understand the Hall for this well done, Mr. Haigh. on Saturday, 1 8th December, m S .C.\�.S.  Alan Clowes and myself provided the pro­
event has not yet been decided upon, but I Bury Public Silver headed the procession of Dalent()ber Street_ Hall, o_ff Morrison Street, gramme for the fellowship meeting at Su_Iyard 
have no doubt Mr. Beckingham will Jet us the Old Contemptibles, North Western Area Glasgow, full details of which can be obtamed Street Schoolrooms to a very good audience. ===='----=================
know in good time. Hope you have a good Association through the main thoroughfares of from Mr. W. Mcln�yre, 69 Edmgton Stree_t, The items mcluded 
. .  
cornet an.d ��J?,
h .  duet� ,from J13 rat'S :JSanl> <tOnteStB crowd. I hear also that the band were hoping to Manchester from Piccadilly to the Cathedral on Glasgow, C.4 .  Their Summer Contes_t, held m W. & R .  Duettist Fnendship, Alb10n, and 
enter the Reading Contest. Another bit of news Sundav, September 1 9th, then played the the Drill Hall, was a success all over, m spite of " Faith, Hope, and Char�ty. " L?-Ian was very 
which Mr. Beckino-ham sends me and which I parade' back to the Town Hall where the salute very poor weather. They were able to hand over much commended on his playmg by many 
understand is crc�ting a good deal of public was taken by the Lord Mayor and high ranking £25 to the Sick Children's Hospital, Glas_gow, members of the audience. 
_ interest, is that a few weeks ago they advertised officers of the services. The " Last Post " and and £5 to the East Park Home for Cnpplc J OHJ:\-0'-GAUNT. 
for 25 boys to start a complete J unior Banc\ , " Reveille " was played by the cornet section of Children. Good work ! . " , ,  and they have now accepted 3 2  who will soon b e  the band. The parade was dismissed on the The_ several_ contnbut10:1s to _the Shamateur 
starling learning under the members of the coach park at Piccadilly, where the band was agitat10n, bemg on s1mllar lmes to what has 
Senior Band. Well, here' s  thanking you for the cheered in no uncertam fash10n by the heroes �on_e before, I a_m not _repeatmg:, except to 
news and wishing you success in your efforts of l!H4-18  afterwards being entertained at mdicatc that the mterest 1 s  not dymg clown by 
Mr. Beckingham. ' Litllewood� Cafe where once again cheering any manner of means. So far no contribution 
Lydney Town : I was very pleased to hear broke out. This is the first time the band has favourable to the new system has been received .  
from :'.>Ir . . John Hall, secretary, giving more played in  :Ylanchester since it  was re-formed in BEN LOMOND .  news of his band's activities. H e  tells m e  that 1 946 from the old Heap Bridge Band, and �-- --
the members were very pleased with their citizens of Manchester were loud in their praise RO SSEN D ALE & EAST LAN CS success at  lhe recent Association Contest held for the marching and department whilst on this 
at Gloucester, extra rehearsals j ust prior to the parade. They also played for the visit of_ the 
event havmg the desired effect. Among the Queen to Bury on October 22nd, and entertamed 
many congratulations they received, was one the crowds whilst waiting for Her Maiesty's 
from their President, Viscount Bledisloe, who arrival on which they played the National 
takes a very great interest in the band. He has Anthem. They are also expecting to appear on 
j ust presented them with the land that their T.V. at one of the floodlight matches at Gigg 
bandroom stands on, and some adj oining Lane. 
ground on which they hope to erect a new Middleton Borough have appointed Mr. 
bandroom, th� presenl one being now, after so Arthur Wood, their cornet playe_r, as Band­
m any years'. m a very dilapidated condition ; master, assistant to Mr. Davies, thetr Conductor. 
this new bmlding will entail a lot of hard work J Well clone, Arthur, keep at it. 
but the members are all very interested in the I BOMBARDON. 
U N  I Q ·U I P  
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U N I F O R M S  
WORN BY THOUSANDS OF W I SE BANDSMEN 
WRITE T O :-
THE UNIFORM CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd., 
I 0- 1 1  Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C. I .  
Phones : Clerkenwell  555 1·2-l 
Grams : .. U niquip, London, E.C. I ., 
The big event the Brass Band Cup Final 
(as it was called on the radio)-is now over, and 
what a day to remember for the l\orth-\"lilest 1 
Fairey's  l st, C .W.S.  2nd, and Foden's :1nl, 
Brighousc, from over the border, bemg 4th. 
Cono-ratulations to these fine bands, and their 
teachers, also to those in the second section, 
Farnworth Old, and Storey's, who also upheld 
our prestige at the big event. 
I am sure we are all grieved to hear the news 
that owing to medical advice Mr. H. :vi:o.rtimer 
llas to lay down his baton. We trust tlus is only 
temporary, and that in good time we shall see 
him resuming the work he loves. . . 
Bury Contest was a good keen affair, nmeteen 
bands played, and the winners deserve mention, 
for this was their third successive wm at Bury. 
Well done Wharncliffe. A goodly audience was 
kept interested at this event, which ran very 
smoothly, but what a pity _the refreshment 
buffet is in the main hall, a httle n01sy some­
times. No Rossen dale District band played 
at Bury, though :Yiilnrow had en_tered . . 
News from Haslingden Baro 1s that havmg 
concluded a good season of engagements, they 
are now gettin "' ready for the Inter Lanes. v. 
Yorks. event �t Huddersfield in November, 
when we hope they will uphold the Red Rose.  
Rehearsals are being well attended and a 
learners class is also in being. 
I understand from Mr. Gluyas that the local 
committee are pleased at the co-operation of 
bands at their recent Massed Bands Concert, 
and that they are now working on details for 
the Annual Contest. The 1 955 J ournal could 
interest you here, Mr. Gluyas, suitable test-pieces 
for all grades. 
Our sympathy to Mr. R. Aspin, well kno;-rn 
B.M. of Hclmshore Prize, on the loss of his wife. 
Mrs. Aspin was typical of what a bandmaster's 
wife should be ; many bandsmen remember her 
j ovial nature, and grieve her passing. 
WEAVER. 
C O RNISH N O TE S  
Liskeard Town are securing a set o f  instru­
ments at a cost of £ 1 , 1 65. By their own enter­
prise the band has obtained £ 7 1 5, and lhe 
Borough Council is to advance the balance of 
£450 as a loan at 2t% . This should prove of 
great encouragement to their conductor, l\fr. T.  
Priest and the members, who have ample scope 
for their activities in the Borough and adjoining 
Looc . 
lt is gratifying to read of progress being made 
by Truro City under :VIr. Clift, and we hope to see 
them regain their high position amongst Cornish 
bands, which they successfully maintained under 
the tuition of the late Mr. A. \V. Parker. 
Though disappointment has been expressed 
by the officials of the South \Vest Brass Band 
Association at the small enlry of twelve bands, 
out of a total membership of forty, for their 
annual contest to be held at Bodmin, on �ovcm­
ber 6th, 1 hope for a successful event. It 
should be, as a reward for a worthy set of 
officials, who have organised a programme of 
much interest, including three sections, and a 
juvenile class. In addition, proceedings open 
with a March and Deportment Contest, and 
close with a Massed Band Concert, conducted by 
the adj udicator, Mr. \>\falter B.  Hargreaves ; so 
it is up to one and all to give their support. 
St. Agnes, whose outstanding contesting 
success this season, should make them a formi­
dable Class B band ai next season's contests, 
have opened a fund to acquire new headquarters. 
At Porthleven musical festival the first 
evening was devoted to brass instruments, and 
full interest was maintained for five hours. 
The adj udicator, Mr. vV. E. Moyle, musical 
director of Newquay Town, had a particular note 
of praise for the playing in general, and said that 
the j uniors gave most promising indications of 
becoming proficient players. 
Falmouth Town quartettes trained by Mr. 
A. G. Richards, obtained success with a party 
comprising two double B flat and two E flat bass 
instruments, also 2nd and 3rd places. The duet 
class was won by S.  Oliver (Camborne Band) ,  
and his son Alex, who had a point advantage 
over J .  R. Grand and his son Raymond, of 
Penzance. 
CORNUBIAN. 
W I G A N  
Second Annual Contest promoted by Haigh 
Prize Band, will be held on 20th N ovember, at 
the Drill Hall, Powell Street, Wigan. £53 in 
cash and trophies will be competed for. Test­
piece : Selection, "Moments with Wagner" 
('vV. & R.) . lSt prize, £25 and Birkett Challenge 
Cup ; 2nd, t15 and Owen Challenge Cup ; 3rd, 
£8 and Ladies' Challenge Cup ; 4th, £4 and 
Haigh Challenge Cup. Gold medal to band­
master of winning band. Silver medals to band­
masters of 2nd and 3rd and 4th bands in order 
of merit. Medals for cornet, trombone, 
euphonium and flugel . i.3 and Cup to best 
local band within a radius of five miles. 
Entrance fee £1 ls. Adj udicator, Mr. 
Harold Moss, L.RA.M., A.R. C.M. Note­
This contest is held under ideal condi­
tions, in fairness to listeners. Refreshments, 
wet or dry, to be had in the building, but not in 
the Contest Hall. 
For entry forms and full particulars apply 
J\lr. J. BIRKETT (Contest Manager), c/o 
Royal Hotel, New Springs, Wigan. 
HUDDERSFIELD 
The Huddersfield and District Brass Bands 
Association \Vinter Contest will be held in the 
Town Hall, Huddersfield, on Saturday, Decem­
ber 4th. Testpiece : Class A,  " Moments with 
Wagner " (W. & R . )  ; Class B, " In Days of 
Old " (W. & R . ) .  Adjudicator, Mr. J .  \Vood 
(Black D yke) . All other applicants are thanked 
for their letters. 
Secretary, Mr. H. DAY, I Zion St. , Gawthorpe, 
Ossett, Yorks. 
LEICESTER 
The Leicester Brass Band Festival will be 
held on Easter Monday, 1 955. Further details 
later. 
Secretary, Mr. C. A. ANDERSON, 48 Lough­
borough Road, Leicester. 
HOLMFllllTH 
Holme Valley Contest C�\'nmitte :will h._:iiti 
their 29lh Annual Brass -. .ieontest on Saturday, 1 4th May, 1 955, �a.�<i . �tor<a Park, 
Holrnfirth (if wet, in Civic Hal \� <.Ji( th..ir retails 
later. 11•  'fur 
Secretary, Mr. W.  MELLOR, • V\eldbuse, 
Cinderhill, Holm:firth, Yorks. .,.. • 
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